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Introduction
It is time once again for our annual issue devoted to the usual December topics of the family,
children, poverty and the poor, homelessness and the homeless, crime and criminals, war and its
perpetrators and victims, religion and morality in society and in human services, etc.
This will bring us up-to-date with our calendar, and as long-time readers of TIPS know, that is
important since we always poke fun at the disregard of time evidenced by our society's celebration of
Christmas starting in October or thereabouts, as well as of other holidays at peculiar times--which,
too, will be reported on in this issue.
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Marriage & the Family
Many people over the ages have pointed to the problems with marriage and the family--and
they have been many. How could we expect otherwise in a very imperfect and imperfectible world?
However, modernistic people and their imperial structures actually think they can do without the
family, and that society will be better off without it. Efforts to reinterpret marriage and family as
being anything anyone wants them to be reflect this disdain of the family.
*Contrary to promises and ideological propaganda, no society has as yet been able to develop
an arrangement for raising children that is better than--or even as good as--the husband-wife family.
Nor has any society found a substitute for the loss of caregiving formerly provided mostly by women
when women became more-or-less full-time, or even only part-time, members of the paid labor force
outside the home.
All this becomes doubly problematic when families and the government simultaneously lose
their capability of carrying out the kinds of functions that formerly were carried by the family. And
there can be no doubt that the more modernistic societies become, the less are their governments able
to do anything well. This is as true of welfare states as of right-wing governments.
*Modernists mindlessly spout that one's behavior in the domains of sex, marriage and
reproduction should be an entirely private matter--perhaps between "consenting adults"--that should
be of no concern to anyone else. The reality, however, is that individual actions can aggregate to
enormous effects on a lot of people, or even everyone. Before the advent of the contraceptive pill in
the 1960s, fewer than 20% of women had sex before marriage; now it is 70% mCR, 6 Feb. 2005)-an enormous demographic change in a short period of time.
All laws all over the world at all times have come down to being laws about morality, even if
only implicitly so. It is thusly utterly absurd to say that laws should not attempt to regulate people's
morals. People who say such a thing have very faulty notions of what law is.
*The bad news is that a record number of babies--nearly 1.5 million--were born to unmarried
females in the US in 2004. The good news is that only 24% of these were born to teenagers, in
contrast to higher percentages for recent years (SPS, 29110/05). However, single parenthood-especially among females--continues to rise, as does its justification and even glorification (e.g.,
Time and Newsweek, 28/5/01).
There are an enormous number of single parents in the US Armed Forces, and just between
1992-2003, the number doubled to 90,000.
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*One commentator said that marriage has been reduced to "contracepted partnerships with
some financial advantages" (}!CR, 16-22/5/04). With such a definition, any number of arrangements
between or among any number of parties can indeed qualify as marriage.
*A Japanese firm makes a doll with a computer inside that develops a "personality" based on
how it is treated, and that can bleat out 285 phrases in the voice of a 5-year-old. While initially
intended for children, it turned out that 70% of nearly a million such dolls sold were bought by
women age 40 and over. Evidently, the doll met a need among the child-deprived Japanese who treat
these dolls as alive, take them with them on their travels, and even put them in special hospitals for
treatment of ailments such as hemorrhoids (Time, early 04).
*In Germany, families can put their children into children's homes for a weekend so that the
parents can have a good or quiet time. We are surprised that this arrangement has not become more
common in North America (2004 clipping from Susanne Hartfiel).
*There is a new angle on the modem family that we had not heard of before. Married men and
women still in divorce proceedings are not legally allowed to marry someone else, so they are
scheduling non-legal "weddings minus the ceremony," including dress-up bridal parties, and they
expect gifts from the people they invite (SPS, 7 Jan. 05).
*In 1906, a marriage ceremony was performed on two apes (Rentoul, 190611984). This just
goes to show that not everyone on whom a marriage ceremony is performed is actually married.
*Both the l l th edition of the Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary, and the latest Oxford
English Dictionary, no longer define marriage as between a man and a woman. Does that make it
official?
*For some historical reason, Oregon ended up as the most "unchurched"
and also a very liberal state, and the first (and so far only) US state in which
suicide has been legalized. Nonetheless, it was also one of the 11 states in which
election voted against the legalization of some form of homosexual "marriage," in
opposed (FT, 4/05).

state in the union,
physician-assisted
voters in the 2004
this case with 57%

*Some elements of the immigrant Muslim population in Europe are elated with the stupid
Westerners demanding marriage between homosexuals, because they see this as opening the door to
their own demands for legitimization of polygyny (1105 clipping from Susanne Hartfiel). After all, it
is certainly vastly more natural for a man to have more than one wife, and to have natural sexual
relations with them, than for a man to have extremely unnatural (e.g., anal) sexual relations with
another man.
*Islam allows a man to have four wives, and he can then add concubines after that, and these
are often called a "fifth wife." In countries such as Niger, men may take as many "fifth wives" as
they can afford, sometimes before they have ever had a first one. As in some other countries, "fifth
wives" in Niger are sometimes slaves. When a slave woman marries, she may still be obliged to
render sexual favors for her master, and her husband is usually too scared to object. Also, everybody
takes the slave system there for granted (Smithsonian, 9/05). But who is to say that any of these
arrangements is not a marriage, or not a family?
*It is not big news at all that recent research found that homosexual men are interested
primarily in transient relationships, but what is better news is that lesbians are much more interested
in long-term relationships. This is just one more reason why adoption by homosexual men is vastly
more problematic than by lesbian women (AP in SPS, 13/1/04).
Opponents of adoption by homosexuals have cited a number of objections: research
overwhelmingly has shown for a long time that persons with same-sex attraction are more likely to
have mental disorders; domestic violence is much more common among same-sex couples; men with
same-sex attraction are much more likely to become infected with a sexually transmitted disease,
including HIV; children given over to homosexual couples will wonder why they specifically were
given to a family in which there is either no mother or no father; adopted children who have a natural
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desire for parents of both sexes will be made to feel that there is something wrong with that or them.
It is also argued that adoption by happily married couples is often very challenging, and these
challenges increase when couples are the same sex (e.g., NCR, 28111104).
Among the PC and homosexual circles, one is constantly told that children adopted by
homosexuals have no worse outcomes than those adopted by heterosexuals. What one is not told is
that the girl children develop more boyish behavior patterns, and boys more girlish ones. And girls
raised by lesbians engage in sex earlier, and boys later. Both are more likely to have homosexual
relations. One of several reasons why one should not be surprised is that a child who is not brought
up by a male-female couple is unlikely to have close experiences of the complementarity of the sexes
ili:C Register, 13/11105).
*The house organ of the American Psychological Association, Monitor on Psychology,
selected as its cover story for the December 2005 issue the theme "The 21 st Century American
Family," and illustrated it with a picture of a "family" of two men and two adopted foreign-born
boys. The title of the article itself was "The Kids Are All Right," consistent with the abovementioned propaganda.
*There has been a virtual flood of books, TV shows, movies, opinion pieces, etc., about how
bad "traditional" marriages and families are, and how "ordinary" and even good are the "nontraditional" ones, including where children are raised by divorced single parents, a divorced parent
and his or her homosexual lover or friend, adoptive homosexual parents, etc. (many sources). We
can expect ever more of this, and that the people of modernism will form their stances on the
desirability and legitimacy of all sorts of such arrangements not on the basis of whether they are good
for children and human beings generally, but on the basis of how they are portrayed in the media.
*The ABC-TV series "Desperate Housewives" led another media attack on the family. The
theme of the series is that being a housewife is such a terrible fate that one might as well commit
suicide.
The 2005 TV series "Close to Home" also depicts the supposedly safe suburbs as full of scary
neighbor families (Time, 17110/05).
*The fewer people get married, the more bridal magazines appear on the scene. As of 2004,
there were 25 in the US (Time, 13/3/05). Who can explain this?
*Fewer and fewer older people are remarrying after being widowed, not for lack of available
spouses, but because marriage may entail loss of a former spouse's pension, insurance, and other
benefits (AARP Bulletin, 10104). Instead, they are "living in sin," i.e., cohabiting without marriage.
What was not mentioned, but must surely also play a role, is that the values of modernism have
infected even the older generation that came of age under different values that would have forbidden
such arrangements.
However, as with younger people, when one of the couple becomes ill or
impaired, there is then less of a commitment by the healthy one to take care of the other, and family
and friends will even encourage the healthy one to "enjoy life while you still can," rather than take
care of an ill older co-habitor.
*The Christmas 2005 issue of Speak Out, edited and published by Paul Williams in England,
consists entirely of relatively recent poems written by parents, grandparents, siblings, other family
members, and schoolmates about children with Down's syndrome. One thing one can say about all
of them is that they are much better than most of the poems written by parents of earlier decades.
Many of these poems tell a story of initial misconceptions or heartbreak turning eventually to
gladness and appreciation. We think that this entire issue would be a very good one to hand to brand
new parents of children with Down's syndrome who have been told all sorts of bad things about their
handicapped child. Interested parties can address Williams at 2 Eastbourne Road, Trowbridge,
Wiltshire BA14 7HN, United Kingdom.
The Situation--Often the Plight--of Children
because

Even though children are still valued in many ways, they are also coming to be devalued
of the increasing adoption of the values of modernism--materialism,
individualism,
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sensualism, here-and-now-ism--to which children are an obstacle. Also, even when they are valued,
children are always vulnerable because they are weak in many ways, reduced in voice and power, and
not fully competent. Thus, their situation always calls for protection--which is what, until very recent
times, the family and other social institutions saw to.
*One of the most searched-for pornography terms on the Internet is a homosexual slang term
for under-age boys. They are to many (perhaps most) homosexual men what a teenage virgin girl is
to heterosexual men. Not surprisingly, 73% of homosexuals have admitted having had sex with boys
age 16-19, or even younger illCR, 19 July 2005). This also underlines that the vast majority of socalled pedophile priests are not pedophiles, but "normal" male homosexuals.
*According to the American Psychiatric Association, pedophilia is only a mental illness if the
pedophile is distressed about his condition, or disabled by it in his work or relationships (FT, 11/99).
Imagine a parallelism such as that cancer is only an illness if one is bothered by it, or if it interferes
with one's relationships or work. A good reason to keep one's cancer a secret!
*A long article by the Jesuit priest Robert Mattingly, in which he spouted the main line of
propaganda of homosexual advocacy parties, called for fostering of homosexual friendships among
youths and permitting them to escalate to homosexual acts, and implied falsely that this does not
contradict the teaching of the Catholic Church. The article was carried in Momentum, the official
periodical of the National Education Association (!). Among other things, he equated homosexual
desires with a person's identity (FT, 3/05). Mattingly also spouts the propaganda line that the
extremely high rate of abnormal and self-destructive behavior in "gay" adolescents is a reaction to the
disapproval from the straight world, rather than being part of homosexuality, or what caused it.
Mattingly advocates doing an end run around parents, clergy and counselors by promoting
homosexuality in the schools. Obviously, the Jesuits aren't what they used to be.
*Children are exposed to 40,000 commercials per year, or 720,000 by the time they turn 18.
If the commercials are aimed specifically at children, then almost all of them fall into the categories
of being for candy, cereals, toys, and fast food restaurants.
Only a tiny proportion of all the crimes reported by the FBI involve murders, but 50% of the
crimes depicted in "reality-based" TV programs are murders, and by the time of graduation from
elementary school, the average American child will have seen 8,000 murders and more than 100,000
other assorted acts of violence. The more violence children see on TV, the more aggressive they tend
to be in their play, and the more ready they are to accept aggressive and violent means of conflict
resolution in their lives. Heavy viewers of media violence also tend to overestimate the occurrence of
violence in the real world, and to develop fears of being victimized.
As of 2005, 70% of US TV shows include some sexual content, with an average of 5 sex
scenes per hour. On shows aimed at teens, the number is even higher, namely 6.7 scenes an hour.
All of that is double what it was as recently as 1998 (AP in SPS, 11111/05).
The more sex youths see on TV, the more of it they think is actually going on in real life, and
the more ready they are to engage in it themselves (Singer & Singer, 2001). Of course, some stupid
intellectuals only believe this if "research" shows it.
*Video games made for, and sold to, children are becoming ever more violent and sexual.
They require that the player kill oodles of people who ooze pools of blood. In one such game, a
tough guy gets himself a prostitute, and the viewer then sees the car to which they had retired
rocking, hears the woman groaning, and even the game pad starts vibrating. One study found that 8th
grade boys in the US spend an average of 23 hours a week watching video games, and girls spend 12
hours. Federal courts have consistently overturned attempts to curb this pestilential epidemic (Time,
10 Jan. 2005).
*As more and more of life becomes computerized, and as children are being introduced to
computers, games, and massive television-watching at ever earlier ages, traditional toys--problematic
as some of them were--are losing their appeal to computer-based ones. As children grow older, this
is even more the case, so that toys that used to be marketed to 9-12 year olds are now marketed to 4-6
year olds. Children today prefer playing with electronic games to playing board games where they
would interact with one or more real people. And of course, those toys that are still popular are
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sometimes outright decadent, such as a line of dolls ("Bratz") dressed as highly sexualized teenagers,
meant to compete with the "Barbie" doll, with the result that the manufacturers of Barbie are now
trying to style and market her "to out-hooker Bratz," as one toy analyst said (Time, 6 Dec. 2004).
Oh, for the good old days of paper helmets, wooden swords, and baby dolls!
*Some people are talking about teaching babies just a few months old to "be more in control
of a situation and have choices"(SPS, 12 Jan. 04). Can total self-determination for l-year olds be far
behind?
*According to an article in Smithsonian (3/04), many teenagers no long know what raw
cantaloupes, celery, cauliflowers, cabbages, or even strawberries are. Tongue-in-cheek, the article
proposed a massive government program, entitled "No Chive Left Behind," to teach children about
such things.
*An urban psychologist went to Iowa and gave a talk on "raising children." After the talk, he
was politely instructed that "here, we raise corn, but rear children." This happened a few years ago,
and now children are no longer being reared, but are being "parented." Again, people are extremely
naive as to the deep change in meaning that lies behind this wording change, because now there are a
lot of people who indeed parent children but no longer either rear or raise them.
*A writer in First Things (11104) lives in a neighborhood where all the children "are all a
mother could desire in her children's friends--they are friendly, polite, good at sharing, and they are
unlikely ever to set undesirable examples with regard to skimpy t-shirts and obnoxious music, or to
share unhelpful stories about mom's new boyfriend." Who are these model children? They are
Orthodox Jews, and among other things, live without cable TV and video games near Scranton,
Pennsylvania.
*Innumerable citizen involvement groups have seen declines in recent years. When Boy
Scout enrollments started to decline, liberal circles immediately attributed this to its exclusion of
homosexual scoutmasters and scouts. However, it could also be because scout troops are punitively
being evicted from their various previous quarters, and this alone could contribute to decline in
enrollment, and even the disappearance of entire scouting troops (e.g., Newsweek, 24111/03).
*Not only is our society intent on sexualizing even the very youngest children--and thus
offering clothing especially for young girls that is the small size imitation of seductive outfits for
older females--but in addition, children are actually undergoing puberty earlier.
Among the
contributors are believed to be pesticides and the high content of fat in the diet (Time, Oct. 2000).
However, another major contributor is the hormones in the water and food chain--at least many of
which come from all the birth control pills ingested and then excreted by so many women.
*More and more children (even younger than 13) are engaging in oral sex--sometimes at
group sex parties. Because they think it is not as big a deal as intercourse, they see it as a way to deal
with pressure from a partner to have sex but without losing their virginity, and because of media
influence, peer pressure and modeling. Among other things, this is contributing to a rise in the spread
of all sorts of sexual diseases (LHJ, 3/2001). The proposed answer? As usual, teach them more
about sex! One could despair!
*This may surprise the PC, but not us: research has shown that unmarried teens who engage
in sex are vastly more likely to have an otherwise unhealthy lifestyle and degenerate habits. They are
31 times more likely to get drunk, 22.5 times more likely to have tried marijuana, and 5.5 times more
likely to smoke. Furthermore, teenagers with a majority of friends who regularly watch Internet
pornography are 3 times more likely to smoke, drink or use illegal drugs than those who have no such
friends iliCR, 12 Sept. 04).
*Here is the Washington Post's recommendation for films that are "OK for mature high
school students." (a) "Derailed." "Rape scene strongly portrayed, with brief, graphic glimpses;
intense sound; bloody gun violence, beatings, stabbings; strong profanity; smoking." Smoking was
probably the worst for the PC reviewer!
(b) "Get Rich or Die Tryin'."
"Violent,
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profane ... drugs ... terrorizing enemies ... bloody gun battle, knifings, beatings, torture, asphyxiation;
steaming profanity; explicit sexual language; verbal recollection of rape-murder--flashback to dead
victim set ablaze; male, female nudity; explicit sexual situation; drug use and sale" (reprinted in SPS,
17111/05).
When this latter film was shown in Syracuse, it attracted many ghetto youths, and fighting
broke out among them, first in the cinema, and then spilling out onto the streets, with one person
being shot in the face (SPS, 6 Dec. 2005).
The Washington Post also says the film "Rumor Has It," which "contains much sexual
slang, .. .innuendo, comic references to incest, jokes about condoms and drugs, ... profanity," and
implied sex, is "OK for children age 13"! So too is "Memoirs of a Geisha," with its themes of
prostitution and "semi-graphic sexual situations," auctioning off a girl's virginity, etc.
All this is more of the warfare of the liberal trend-setters against sexual mores, the religions
whence these come, and children's innocence.
*There is an intense debate raging whether the decline in teen sex and teen pregnancies is due
to abstinence teaching, or "better sex education," with the conservatives citing the former and the
liberals the latter. However, there are also survey wars, with some surveys claiming that abstinence
education does not work.
We suspect that this is part of the survey wars where each side
commissions the kind of survey, the kind of surveyor, and the kind of questions, that support its
position.
*In 1997, a San Antonio, Texas, school district instituted a so-called "abstinence-only"
educational curriculum, with what apparently were dramatic results: pregnancy in the middle school
declined to a single case over 3 years, while in the high school, it dropped from 50 to 6 in a mere 2
years. "When they saw what they had done," state officials promptly cut the funding for the
program, after which middle school pregnancies increased again to 11, and high school pregnancies
to 53 iliCR, 2 May 2004).
*We have a prediction to make: sex-drenched music shows meant to promote virginity
among youths, such as portrayed on "60 Minutes" of22/5/05, are not going to work.
*There is something a bit amusing about the pathetic teenager who wrote to an advice
columnist announcing that she discovered at the same time that she was pregnant by her boyfriend,
and that she was a lesbian--so "how do I tell my parents?" She decided to tell them that she was
pregnant because she thought that this was less worse than telling them she was lesbian (SPS,
28/12/03). Of course, a lot of girls end up believing they are lesbian merely because they have
lesbian friends or mentors who insist that they are, and the gullible girls are too extemalistic to assert
otherwise.
*One form of contemporary child-junking is an apparently dramatic increase in sex between
high school (and even younger) students, and their teachers--often initiated by the teacher, and often
by female teachers with male students. In one instance in Albany, NY, a female teacher at a Catholic
(!) high school had sex with a 16-year-old boy, and was sentenced to an alcohol abuse rehabilitation
program (SPS, 17/12/05).
More on this entire topic in an upcoming issue of TIPS on schools.
*Girls Clubs was founded in 1864, and later renamed Girls Inc. More recently, it has been
running after-school programs for underprivileged girls, and as all things having to do with females
seem to go these days, it began to support abortions and homosexuality as part of its heavy emphasis
on "empowerment."
It also entered a partnership with the American Girl catalogue which, among
other things, had been selling wholesome American Girl dolls. When the link was discovered,
another "as usual" event took place: conservative parents felt betrayed, withdrew, Catholic schools
withdrew support for American Girl fashion shows, and liberal parents began to shower money on
both American Girl and Girls Inc. to make up for it.
*Even though the role of actor is a highly valued one in our contemporary society, there are
many problems with socializing young people, and even children and teens, into this role. Merely
one is that they may have to do things for their stage or film role that are bad for them. For instance,
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one 13-year old actress had to play a victim in a rape scene; others have had to play scenes where
they are sexually abused by family members, or are even engaged in consensual sexual relationships
with adults. Whatever may be the merits of these stories, this kind of acting cannot be good for the
developing minds and identities of young people.
*Some of the better longitudinal research tells us that one of the best predictors in childhood
of sound adult mental functioning is having regular chores to do (Seligman, 2002).
*St. Christopher's Inc. is a private foster care agency serving the Bronx and Harlem in New
York City, and was receiving $86 million from that city alone to supervise the care of 840 foster
children, meaning that the city paid more than $100,000 a year (!) per foster child. (This alone seems
a good reason to support intact families.) In early 2005, the city discontinued its funding of the
agency. Among the reasons was that the agency asked case workers to write reports on cases in
which they had not been involved, and to make up fake records of visits. Interestingly, the
headquarters of the agency is not in the area which it serves, but in an upscale one illY Post,
1611105).
*In order to save on increasingly expensive fuel, the state of Florida suspended monthly visits
by caseworkers to many of its 50,000 foster children. When the governor learned of it, he ordered the
monthly visits reinstated, especially in light of the fact that at least one such child simply disappeared
in 2001, and the disappearance was not even noticed for an entire year (USA Today, 16/9/05). One
can only wonder how many other supposed safeguard and protective practices of human services that
people naively assume to be in place are not.
*An absolutely devastating blow to the entire adoption system in the US was struck by the
Michigan Supreme Court when it nullified the adoption of a 5-yearold boy who had been raised by
his adoptive family since he was 16-months old because his mother used dope. In the meantime, the
birth mother had another child with a man not her husband, and the child placement people predicted
that returning the child to his birth mother would have a devastating impact on him (AP in SPS,
22/5/03). Obviously, if adoptive parents have to wonder whether some day, a biological parent can
legally get the adoption annulled and recover the adopted child, this can play havoc with their
motivation to adopt, and with what placement agencies will be able to say to prospective adoptive
parents. This is yet one more example of unelected hyper-liberal judges in modernistic society riding
roughshod over everything that is good and moral.
*There are some people who assert that courts are no longer interested at all in what is best
for children, but are dominated by considerations ofthe rights of the parents (Time, 9/04).
*As of mid-2004, "tens of thousands" of children with mental disorders were being held in
juvenile detention centers in the US (source item from Marc Tumeinski). See also the later section of
this issue on punishment and prisons for the parallel situation with adults.
*Many women now come to childbirth with very strong and non-negotiable expectations
about how it will occur, their ability and even right to dictate when it occurs, what amenities they will
have, who will be present, that they can give birth without pain, apparently little consideration of the
risks of pain relief (especially to the baby), very definite ideas of what kind of pain relief they want
and will get, etc., etc. (e.g., CS, 2711-212105). In an affluent and PPP economy, childbirth has become
a kind of business, and since modernistic people have fewer babies, many hospitals and other
delivery services are accommodating themselves to these demands.
The Nature of Human Nature
In recent years, we made a section on human nature one of the regular features of the
December issue of TIPS, in part because foolish notions about human nature seem so common today,
and are the source of so much harm.
*With humanity having been around a long time, we have seen innumerable bright and wise
people having observed humanity profoundly and astutely, especially in the recent several thousand
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years. And with mind experts having been around for several hundred years, and particularly the
ones who have a scientific orientation, one would think we would have a fairly valid picture by now
of what human nature is, and what the different kinds of human mental disorders are. But instead,
psychiatry keeps surprising us by announcing newly discovered mental disorders, or by announcing
that former mental disorders no longer exist, and by "discovering" allegedly new causes of old
disorders. This was all analyzed by George Albee in the ICSPP Newsletter of Spring 2004.
One new mental disorder that the American Psychiatric Association announced in 2001 is
anosognosia, which formerly used to be called "denial," and as is currently the fashion, it is now
attributed to a brain defect. Many people diagnosed with some psychosis are said to "have it," which
of course means that the newly discovered condition is not a symptom of their psychosis, but a cooccurring mental abnormality. What these people are said to be denying most of all is that they have
mental problems.
In connection with all of this, the question has been raised whether all the shrinks who used to
insist that homosexuality was a mental disorder are themselves mentally disordered, and perhaps
"had anosognosia" until they suddenly removed homosexuality from the list of mental disorders in
1972.
Also stricken out were many so-called neuroses that had once occupied shrinks for hundreds
of years. Were all those millions of neurotics suffering from non-existent disorders?
If they
reportedly were suffering from them but really were not, were they suffering from some other stillunnamed disorder that might be called pseudognosia, and is that caused by a brain defect? And if
Woody Allen is no longer a neurotic, then what is he?
Another puzzle is that people are diagnosed with one condition, or no condition, in one
country such as England, but not in another one such as the US. Would that mean one can only have
certain mental disorders if one visited, moved to, or was born in, a certain country?
*Pinker, S.W. (2002). The blank slate: the modem denial of human nature. New York:
Penguin Group. We have long taught that a denial of some important truth about human nature
underlies most false -isms. This book addresses the insane modernistic ideology that the human mind
has no innate traits.
*One report after another by stupid anthropologists (and these seem to be almost the only kind
there are) that they had found peaceful primitive tribes has proven to be false--so the stupid
anthropologists have now staked their hopes on finding peaceful apes, and in 2005 actually reported
that a population of such peaceful chimpanzees had finally been found in an area of Africa where
these chimpanzees have not yet been contaminated by the violence of other chimpanzee groups
which, however, in the past had also been interpreted to be relatively peaceful.
As we reported before, stupid anthropologists and other politically correct (PC) circles have
also been trying to give a good name to human sacrifice and cannibalism. The 1/05 Smithsonian
reports that the Aztec practice of human sacrifice "has tended to prejudice outsiders" against them,
but "there is another side to the story." The artist Diego Rivera also portrayed the Aztecs in the most
positive light in his works in the 1920s and 30s as living peacefully, and in beautiful harmony with
nature, when in fact the Aztecs needed to constantly conquer other peoples so as to be able to
sacrifice their captives by the tens of thousands to their bloodthirsty gods.
*One of several very big flaws in twin research is the assumption that twins raised together
have shared the essentially same environment, in contrast to twins raised apart. How dangerous that
assumption is should have become obvious when it was discovered that identical twins may vary
considerably from each other in appearance, while some fraternal twins can look remarkably alike.
In theory, identical twins should look alike, and the very fact that some of them do not should have
alerted researchers that there must have been environmental differences, starting possibly already
shortly after conception.
*A research study found that young adults with poor "working memory" were
likely to generate false memories than those with a high one (Monitor, 2/05). Insofar
memory capacity seems to be highly correlated with intelligence, one can conclude
intelligent people are less likely to report false memories.
They apparently have
intellectual discipline, though many are hard at work trying to get people of lesser
generate false memories.

vastly more
as working
that highly
much more
intellect to
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*Allegedly, scientists have found two genes for brain enlargement, and thus for high
intelligence, that have been evolving and spreading for 37,000 and 5,800 years respectively. One of
the varieties of the latter is reportedly less widely distributed in certain populations, including subSaharan Africa, but most prevalent in European populations. Whether all of this is valid remains to
be seen, but it is bound to yet once more fuel the controversies over differences in intellectual
potential in different racial groups.
*Considering that scientists are claiming that autism is genetic, and that depression,
hyperactivity, reading problems, and any number of other devalued conditions all have a heavy
genetic component, we found it very amusing to learn that molecular biologist Dean Hamer got huge
news coverage for claiming to discover the "God gene," i.e., the gene that makes humans religious by
nature, and believe in divinity. Further, this happens to be the gene that allegedly also codes for
production of neurotransmitters that regulate mood.
However, Hamer believes that there are
additional God genes. This has led other scientists to declare that "God is an artifact of the brain."
Hamer himself claims to be an agnostic (Time, 25110104).
At just about the same time, Harvard professor Steven Pinker announced that neuroscience
has "proven" that there is no soul, and that what people think is a soul is really "the activity of the
brain" iliewsweek, 27/9/04).
*We have to appreciate that the major message being conveyed by the insistence of both most
of science, and of the media, that every conceivable human problem, condition, or characteristic is
genetic, is that human nature is nothing but our genes, genetic influences and predispositions. It is
also revealing that we were told several years ago that the human genome had been sequenced, but
this was a lie, told mostly to win a race as to which private firm would complete the mapping first-and only in 2003 was it grudgingly revealed that the sequencing was still not complete (SPS,
15/4/03). As of 2005, it was again claimed to be completed.
*In their fanatic quest to materialize everything, some people have claimed that the reason the
sniper John Allen Muhammad became a serial killer (in Maryland and Virginia in 2002) was because
he had been exposed to nerve or chemical agents during his military service in the first Persian Gulf
War (SPS, 12 April 2003).
*Judith Sandys told us that she visited Russia in 10105 as part of the Canadian International
Development Agency, and found that not only people in the health services there, but also in social
and other services, and among handicapped people themselves, hold a heavily medicalized view of
human impairment that sees better diagnosis and more research as the avenues to a better life. This is
obviously the result of three generations of systematic materialization of the minds of the Russian
people. Even with the overthrow of communism, this mentality has continued its momentum, and
may for quite some time, even among people who are rediscovering religion.
*Heschel, A. J. (1965). Who is man? Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press. (The Raymond
Fred West Memorial Lectures at Stanford University, 1963). This is a collection of lectures delivered
by the author in May 1963. Interestingly, Rabbi Heschel often talks not about being human, as in
"what is it to be human," but about human being, as in "wondering is a mode of human being" (p.
12). For instance, he says we must ask not only what is a human being, but also what is being human
(p. 29). According to Heschel, part of being human is being obedient to that which says "let there
be," and therefore the answer to the question "do 1 exist as a human being" is "I am commanded (into
existence), therefore I am."
In Chapter 3, Heschel brings out eight important characteristics of being human:
preciousness, uniqueness, opportunity, nonfinality, process and events, solitude and solidarity,
reciprocity, and sanctity.
"There are some scholars who argue that the physical world is vastly more orderly than the
world of human affairs, because matter tends to settle into a state of so-called spontaneous order,
whereas humans somehow manage to constantly create spontaneous disorder and havoc.
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Religion in Society
One of the most observable facts about human nature is that humans are, in fact, religious-whether this is due to genetics or something else. Ah, but what will they worship? We will next look
at religion in society, and then turn to religion in human services.
The "Separation" of Church & State
*The US Constitution had only 3 things to say about religion.
a. The First Amendment prohibits Congress from establishing a state religion. This is the socalled "establishment clause."
b. The same Amendment also forbade Congress to prevent people from freely "exercising"
their religion. This is called the "free exercise clause."
c. Article 6-3 forbids any religious test being applied to disqualify anyone from a public
office.
The Constitution left all the rest up to the states, and its framers clearly never meant to ban
religion, religious activities, or religious symbols, from the public sphere. For instance, James
Madison said that "The whole future of American civilization [is staked] upon the capacity of each
and all of us to govern ourselves ... according to the Ten Commandments." Also, an image of the Ten
Commandments is carved on the doors of the US Supreme Court. However, the US Supreme Court
has increasingly interpreted the federal Constitution as requiring a so-called "naked public square."
*Two scholarly 2002 books have come to the conclusion that the First Amendment to the US
Constitution was meant to protect religion from government, and not government and society from
religion. All the relevant restrictions in the US Constitution are imposed on government, and none on
religion ~CR, 24111/02). However, this is not how the courts have ruled in recent decades.
*According to an article in the 9/05 issue of Books & Culture, there is a great irony:
American Christianity--for the most part Protestant--produced a nation that is probably the most
religiously pluralistic nation that ever existed. In large part, this was because of teachings of the
Jewish and Christian Bible. Yet some of the very people this pluralism has enabled to flourish have
of late been trying to destroy the heritage that has enabled this pluralism, in part by denying that it
even was this heritage that allowed this flowering. What will sustain a tolerant democracy when the
ideological basis for that tolerance has been banned from the public square?
*At one time, the US Congress had Bibles printed for use in schools (Time, 7 Feb. 2005).
That must have been before 1955 or so when the courts began to rewrite the US Constitution.
Religious Persecution--Here

and Abroad

*One of many things that surprised the French scholar Alexis de Tocqueville when he studied
America in the 1820s was that "among us [i.e., in Europe], I had seen the spirit of religion and the
spirit of freedom almost always move in contrary directions. Here I found them united intimately
with one another." In early America, it was Christianity (liberal for its day) that ennobled and
sustained democracy. Also, it was the type of Christians who are today demonized by the liberal left
who opened the US borders to millions of very deviant foreigners. For instance, if these Christians
had not let in huge numbers of very ragged-looking Jews from Eastern Europe, the Holocaust would
have left even fewer Jews in the world. But today, secular fundamentalists are tearing the nation
apart with their hatred toward, and persecution of, not just religion, but Christianity itself.
If present judicial and governmental trends continue, then the situation of many religious
believers in the US--and above all of Christians--will resemble that of dhimmitude in Islamic
countries, with radical secularism playing the role Islam plays there.
*A new development is to refer to Christians who take their faith seriously as "Christianists."
Adding -ism or -ist to a word usually colors it negatively. In the above case, it evokes parallels to
terms such as "sexist," "racist," "fascist."
After Terri Schiavo was killed by being starved and dehydrated to death in Florida in early
2005, those who had tried to keep her alive--including by admittedly dubious legal shenanigans--
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were dubbed "Christianist supporters." Apparently, Christianist is a term meant to not offend those
who see themselves as Christian, but to be applied to those "on the fringes of the religious right" iliY
Times, 15 May 2005; & First Things, 6&7/05).
*The Washington Post thought that it had explained a lot of things by saying that evangelical
Christians are "easily led" (FT, 5105, p. 61). We thought that no one was easier to lead than the PC,
who are absolutely monolithic.
*A sociology professor at Brooklyn College in an online journal described people of religious
faith as "moral retards," "an ugly, violent lot" who "make a virtue of closed-mindedness and
ignorance" iliCR, 10/1617105). We are only surprised that this did not propel him to the highest
ranks in his department.
*Washburn University in Topeka, Kansas, had on its campus a display of a statue entitled
"Holier Than Thou," depicting a smug-faced Catholic bishop wearing a phallus-shaped miter.
Somebody sued in protest, but a federal judge ruled that no reasonable observer would be led to
believe that the statue implied hostility toward the Catholic religion meR, 21/3/04). Obviously, the
only reasonable conclusion an objective observer could come to is that Catholic bishops grow
phalluse~ on their heads, or that these are grafted onto their heads during their installation
ceremomes.
*The Islamic tradition evolved careful rules for how a copy of the Koran should be physically
treated without being desecrated. For instance, one must wear gloves when touching it, and always
use two hands when handling it. It is thus easy to see how a Muslim might charge desecration for
mishandling of the Koran by infidels unfamiliar with such rules. The only comparable rules in
Christianity are those of Catholicism in regard to handling of the consecrated Eucharistic substances.
Yet the PC, who have been rather quick to accept Islamic charges that the Koran was
mishandled in prisons where Islamic warriors are being kept, broke into paroxysms of admiration
when an American artist put a crucifix into a jar of urine, and another smeared a painting of Christ's
mother with dung and decorated it with pornographic pictures. Admiration was so high that these
works were put into museums as works of art Q:{ewsweek, 4 Dec. 1999). When Christians
complained, no remediation or apology was forthcoming.
*There is something very ironic in France having opened wide its doors to Muslim
immigrants, and having a long history of sheltering militants and suspected terrorists, and its
government at the same time outlawing by a huge majority Muslim head scarves, Jewish skull caps,
and large Christian crosses on pupils in public schools--though the measure is admittedly directed
primarily at Muslims and not at Jews and Christians (SPS, 11 Feb. 04).
European courts are beginning to conclude that if one can forbid Islamic women to wear
Islamic head cloths, one can also forbid Catholic nuns from wearing their habits. Also, in France,
priests have already been forbidden to enter public schools, even to teach religion classes, if they
wear priestly garb (source clipping from Susanne Hartfiel).
*In late February 2005, a major TV network ran a film dealing largely, and relatively
sympathetically, with the Amish in Pennsylvania--and to our utter shock, in the middle of the film,
advertisements on birth control pills were run. We could only interpret this as a deliberate and
calculated insult to Amish religious and moral beliefs.
*While NBC, CBS and ABC did generally very well in covering the April 2005 death and
funeral of Pope John Paul II, we were struck on several occasions by how such coverage was
punctuated with advertisements that promoted some of the very opposite things that the Pope had
stood for, and thought that it was at the least in extremely poor taste--perhaps even intentionally--that
such a juxtaposition occurred.
*A Denver, Colorado, woman physician who had adopted a child had a lesbian relationship
with a PhD psychologist. When the physician decided to opt out of lesbianism, her lesbian partner
decided to throw a monkey wrench into the other woman's life, and succeeded in getting a court to
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order the adoptive mother to protect her child from religious teachings against homosexuality ~CR,
7 Dec. 2003). Yes, things like that are now possible in America.
*The city of Regensburg in Germany presents itself as the "culture capital of Europe." As
part of a PR piece in support of its claim, German artists created a frog nailed to a cross, and a bishop
beating stuffed frogs with a hammer while "dreaming of many young boys" (2/05 clipping from
Susanne Hartfiel). Kultur is not what it used to be.
*One form of clandestine incipient persecution of Christians in Europe is Christian-hating
mail carriers destroying mail that they are supposed to deliver if the envelope or return address
reveals that the contents is of a Christian nature.
*Spanish filmmaker Pedro Almodovar is proud of his "disgust with the Catholic Church" and
of "manifest(ing) myself ferociously" against it (SPS, 30/5/04).
*It is becoming ever more frequent that orthodox Jews in Israel spit on Christians, particularly
if they wear a cross, such as Eastern Orthodox clergy do. They often explain themselves in the same
terms that Muslims do: Christians are idolatrous, and as such cannot be tolerated in Israel (11/04
clipping; source item from Susanne Hartfiel).
However, some Jews have begun to perceive that the growing attacks on Christianity and
Christians in the West are also bad for the Jews, and
ultimately, will also bring attacks on at least
Jews with religious beliefs serious enough to affect their public behavior. Therefore, in 2005, they
formed the Jews Against Anti-Christian Defamation organization (FT, 8/05).
*Mandated by Congress since 1998, every year, the US State Dept. releases an annual report
on religious freedom in countries around the world. In 2002, suppression of religious minorities was
said to have occurred in Belgium, France, Germany, and Israel, among others.
The Religion(s) in & of Modernism
*Scholars have commented on the peculiar phenomenon that an increasing number of
Americans claim to be "spiritual" (79%), but not necessarily "religious" (only 64%) ~ewsweek,
29/8/05). We believe we know what it means, namely people see being spiritual as a freedom from
religion. Religion is seen as making unrealistic demands, while being spiritual means becoming the
judge of all things oneself ~ewsweek, 2005; NC Register, 9 Oct. 2005), and being able to say in
essence, "I am God, and I pick and choose whatever makes me feel good." After all, people also
increasingly fall into psychobabble in saying that "having a personal relationship with God" is more
important to them than discovering God's will, obeying God's laws, or believing in divine teachings.
All you need is "to feel God within you. " Yet further, on the Internet, 50% more people subscribe to
"generic inspiration" messages than to biblical ones.
As another scholar put it, people no longer want a god that commands them, but one that
"empowers" them.
All this also helps explain why so many modernists have been drawn to Buddhism, which
does not have any personal god, and only a few very broad ethical precepts.
One observer called all this "junk spirituality" ~CR, 13/8-6/9/03).
*According to some thinkers, there has been a separation between the content of religion and
its rituals.
The rituals with their color, seriousness and pomp, are probably experienced by
modernistic people as a live equivalent to the entertainment that they see on TV, and meet a deep
human need, but the content that gave rise to it all has become relatively unimportant and is not well
transmitted, if at all. A good example is godless and blasphemous rock performers wearing
crucifixes, or even people attending church regularly but not accepting any of the moral teachings of
that church. Some people call this "TV religion" (source clipping from Susanne Hartfiel).
*The widespread rhetoric of Americans that to them, their religion consists of "listening to
their own inner voice" has been called "Sheila-ism" by Robert Bellah and his followers.
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*Some California entertainment celebrity has been claiming that in a previous "existence,"
she had been a prostitute. We suspect that she projected her modernistic lifestyle into a mythical
past, except that in her current life, she gives it away free.
*Religion of the drug store.
A teenager mixed together a cocktail of over-the-counter
medicines, explaining that he was "looking for a religious experience" illCR, 29/5/05, p. 8). This
vignette tells us volumes about the modernist mindset.
*The following is from Books & Culture, 1105. Survey after survey has come out showing
that evangelical Christians, including those who describe themselves as "born again," are just as
likely, or even more so, to embrace lifestyles that are as hedonistic, materialistic, self-centered and
sexually immoral as the general culture. Some people have referred to this as a "cultural captivity of
Christianity," and a "tamed religion." For instance, in the US, the divorce rate among self-described
born-again Christians is higher, and worst of all, most of these divorces occurred after the person
claimed to have been "born again." Some of the most church-going states have some of the highest
divorce rates. Of evangelical youths who sign pledges to abstain from pre-marital sex, 88%
reportedly forfeit on their pledge. But even aside from behavior, a surprisingly large proportion of
evangelicals actually believe that pre-marital sex is not sinful, or that even extra-marital sex is not,
though they fare better on these indices than mainline Protestants and Catholics. Some of this can be
explained by the fact that evangelicals spend a great deal of time in front of the TV set.
However, if one looks more closely at people's actual belief systems, instead of asking what
people think about their faith, one finds that those who carefully define their belief system in biblical
terms, and who attend church more regularly, do indeed have vastly lower rates of bad behavior.
They are less likely to use tobacco products, and more likely to avoid bad films and pornographic
materials, to boycott objectionable companies and products, to volunteer to help needy people, etc.
So the problem seems to be, as at least one survey concluded, that 91% of all self described bornagain Christians actually lack a biblical worldview; they are TV Christians.
*Relatedly, a whole series of surveys in the US--including large-scale national ones--have
found that more conservative Protestant fathers have more individualized interaction with their
children than do either the religiously unaffiliated, or even conservative Protestants who seldom
attend church. Furthermore, such husbands are loving and affectionate toward their wives, socialize
more with them, understand them better, and generally make them very happy, despite the fact that
conservative Protestant households are more gender-traditional in terms of roles and functions, with
husbands performing less housework than husbands in other categories. However, their wives are not
complaining because of the many other good things they experience in their marriages. One author
has referred to all this as "soft patriarchism," which he says can also be found in traditional Catholic,
Mormon, and Orthodox Jewish families. This writer drew the conclusion that making a deep
commitment to an ancient and demanding faith is one of the best predictors of marital and familial
happiness (FT, 3/05).
*A form of the Jewish Kabbalah is now popular in Hollywood. Hysteric women take off
some of their clothes to practice it (see Newsweek, 29/8/05, p. 49 for a picture), and the flamboyant
actress-singer Madonna and other Hollywood-types are among its devotees. However, many scholars
say that this is merely "repackaged self-help fluff," and not the real thing (op. cit., p. 64). Maybe it is
TV Kabbalah.
There is also a subsect of Judaism called Neo-Hasidism, promoted by a rabbi who escaped
from the Holocaust, that approves of homosexuality, has women rabbis, and welcomes mixedreligion couples illewsweek, 29/8/05). The founder of Hasidism, the Great Lubavitcher Rabbi (how
could he rest in peace?), would tear out his beard ifhe knew this.
*The number of Jews in the US continues to decline, down now to 5.2 million (Time,
22/9/03). And Jewish teenagers discuss religion less with their families (only 12%), as compared to
Christian teens (34-57%) (SPS, 5 June 2004).
*There is a Nudist Christian Church of the Blessed Virgin Jesus (Time, 21/6/04). And the
first Christian nudist resort in the US was opened in Florida in 2004. The development was promoted
as a response to some of the things going on at other nudist resorts, such as much boozing and nude
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dancing. However, as we said before, we believe that common decency requires that nudists carry
towels to put on their seats.
*In a 2004 book, Dream Catchers, the author claimed that it was really the New Age people
who invented something called Native American spirituality, and that the Native Americans went
along with this because they benefited from it, and now enjoy a respect unprecedented in American
history (FT, 3/05).
*The New York Times covers everything, including religion news. What is noteworthy is
how it views religion and the news about religion. In a single day's issue in early 2005, all four
religion news items it carried had something to do with the promotion of homosexuality. Apparently,
that is all the religious "news that's fit to print" (FT, 4/05, p. 64).
*It is hard to believe that 150 scientists, philosophers and engineers who met at the University
of Toronto in 2004 agreed with each other that if only science and technology were left totally free to
do what they wanted to, humanity would achieve an enhanced "transhuman" future without any pain,
and even be free from death except death by "choice." The conference was put on by the World
Transhumanist Association which has 3000 members, two-thirds of them in the US, most of them
being engineers, philosophers, research scientists, and students in these disciplines (America,
25/10104).
At the same time, a study of religious and spiritual attitudes among today's college students,
by the Higher Education Research Institute at the University of California at Los Angeles, found that
% of students were "searching for meaning and purpose of life," but more than half said that their
professors never provided opportunities to delve into such issues (FT, 4/05).
*One ordained minister in Ithaca, NY, has developed an interdenominational service that
supposedly accommodates all faiths, called Celebration Circles (SPS, 11 July 2005). We wonder
how Satanists, Muslims, Southern Baptists, and Orthodox Catholics, among others, could worship
together.
*The British government cannot find people anymore who know enough about religion to
teach it in public schools, as is the custom in England. So it is hiring people to teach it who neither
have a personal faith, nor know anything about the topic illCR, 3 July 2005). In a way, that is very
funny. Now can we have a few math and science teachers who know nothing about their subject
matter? (Actually, we may already have such.)
Also, one interesting thing about Britons is that they no longer believe in morals--but they
don't like it. But then, schizophrenia is so post-modern (SPS, Feb. 2004).
Rewriting of Scripture
*One of the new translations of the Bible has tried very hard to make it folksy. For instance,
it has changed the original Hebrew and Greek names into modern nicknames, so that Peter becomes
Rocky, Aaron is Ron, and Mary Magdalene is Maggie. The Son of Man has become the Complete
Person, and demonic possession is translated as "mental illness." At Jesus's baptism, it used to be
God saying, "This is my beloved Son with who I am well pleased," but this has become "That's my
boy! You're doing fine!"
Sometimes, there are not merely radical changes in wording, but almost complete reversals of
meanings.
For instance, Paul advises the unmarried and widowed to remain single unless
concupiscence overcomes them, in which case they should marry, but it now says "if you know you
have strong needs, get yourself a partner.
Better than being frustrated."
The Archbishop of
Canterbury referred to this translation as being "fully earthed, recognizably about our humanity" (FT,
10104). Being able to talk like that may have been what got him elected.
*In 8/05, the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America moved toward abolishing masculine
language and male pronouns not just in its prayers, such as the Creed, but also in the Scriptures. (So
much for sola scriptura.) Furthermore, according to feminist doctrine, the terms "lord" and "master"
are particularly obnoxious, almost as obnoxious as the term "father," and are all to be replaced by
"God," or even by neologisms such as "Godself," used by the presiding bishop (First Things, 11105).
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All this is wreaking havoc with many Scripture passages that are suffused with "offensive"
language, such as Psalm 23, "The Lord is my Shepherd." Orthodox Jews should get over their
obsession with past persecutions by Christians, and address what some contemporary Christians are
doing to their Scriptures.
*Our TV guide of 20/4/03 said the 1956 classic "historical drama" of "The Ten
Commandments" would be shown, "complete with parting of the Red Sea." This implies that the
first thing to go in an abbreviation would be said parting.
*Between 2000-2004, there have been books entitled The Gospel According to ... , with the
last part being Peanuts, the Wall Street Journal, the Simp sons, ESPN, Harry Potter, Tony Soprano,
Tolkien, Disney, and Dr. Seuss. Thank goodness, there has not been The Gospel According to
Wolfensberger.
Outright Idolatry
*Contemporary self-styled "pagans" are divided into Wicca, Druidism, pantheism, animism,
Teutonic paganism, God of Spirituality Folk, eclectic paganism, and many other sects iliewsweek,
29/9/05).
To some modernistic pagans or New Agers, worship consists of composting, recycling, and a
daily 5-mile run (SPS, 28/8/05).
*The Celts are back. Germanic tribes drove the Celts out of central Europe thousands of
years ago, but now there is a German druid order that has 60 "lodges" in Germany.
*Saint Nicholas is a
day Turkey. However, the
square, and replace it with
everyone knows," according
Forman).

real historical figure. He was a 4th century bishop of Myra, in presentcity council there decided to remove the statue of him from the town
that of the unhistorical, unreal Santa Claus, because "this is the one
to the mayor (Calgary Herald, 25 March 2005; source item from Bill

*The Episcopal church in the US has an Office of Women's Ministries, the website of which
has posted women's worship rites based apparently on presumed Druid practices, and involving the
adoration of women's water, menstrual blood and breasts. It also publishes on goddesses, and on a
"Beginner's Guide to Wicca" (FT, 2/05). Will we soon have Catholic Wiccans, Episcopalian
Wiccans, etc.?
*Some people are now praying a so-called goddess rosary, which goes "Hail goddess full of
grace ...," etc. A former Catholic nun has invented the "Our Mother" prayer, that goes "Our Mother
who is within us, we celebrate your many names ...," etc.
*The ancient Egyptians had a god of fertility, Min, always depicted with a huge phallus (i.e.,
erect penis). They prayed to him for fertility-sand some Egyptians today still do, even educated ones!
(Newsweek, 24111/03). This underlines the power and longevity of idols. We are surprised more
Western modernists don't pray to him.
*One of the fastest-growing spiritual movements in California is so-called "botanicas" which
is a Latino cult that mixes spiritism, occultism, Catholicism, and folk healing. Some of the operators
of botanica stores are also practitioners of various kinds of spiritual arts, and may read Tarot cards.
This has attracted a lot of Catholics who have been disaffected with the desacramentalization of the
Catholic church, as well as a lot of people from the entertainment business. One of the saints
venerated in this cult is La Santa Muerte=a female Holy Death=who is black-clad, bony, and wears a
hood over a skull-sin other words, a Grim Reaper. Altogether, not a very good sign in a culture of
death.
*The Church of Euthanasia (yes, there is such a thing, and it has a web site) has one
commandment, "Thou shalt not procreate"; and four "pillars" (suicide, abortion, cannibalism (!), and
sodomy). Its magazine has been favorably reviewed in Holy Temple, The Stark Fist of Removal,
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Dark Angel, and Diabolical Creations. If one thinks that all this is a spoof, its web site will educate
one (source material from Susanne Hartfiel).
*Because Satanism is vague and decentralized, every Satanist may actually hold to a different
religion (that's individualism). The first Satanist who was given full religious rights in the British
navy (including the right to a Satanist burial) does not even believe in the existence of Satan, but
interprets Satanism as being a religion of self-satisfaction instead of abstemiousness (11/04 clipping
from Susanne Hartfiel). Modernistic Satanists are not different from modernistic Christians these
days in interpreting their religion to be anything that they want it to be.
*Belief in evil spirits or demons was widespread around the world in many religions and folk
beliefs. Some scholars say that to modernists, the demons have been replaced by certain other things,
many of which also cannot be seen with the naked eye: viruses, bacteria, defective chromosomes,
mental disorders, reputed but unverifiable brain traumas, etc. One problem with all of this is that
whereas to the ancients, the demons dwelled without, and sometimes also in places far from humans,
the modern demons are within the human (BR, 10/04).
*Almost any diversion can be made into an idol, such as golf, baseball, rock music, chess,
etc., etc. However, Kirsan Ilyumzhinov, the dictator of Kalmykia, tried explicitly to make chess into
a religion, presumedly to divert the attention of his subjects from their miseries (CL, 5/05).
Miscellaneous News About Religion
*The Catholic World Youth day in Cologne in 8/05 amazed many people who anticipated
disorderly crowds and the need for a great deal of police coverage. This turned out not to be the case,
but there was a bit of a Woodstock atmosphere, and many youths came more for the sake of
celebrating and having a good time than to affirm their faith and loyalty to the Church. One
commentator on the scene wrote the slogan, "From the Church Into the Disco." Many youths
shacked up during their stay in Cologne, and were indignant that there was no hand-out of free
condoms; and a great many engaged in unseemly and unchaste displays of their bodies. Some of the
applause for the Pope seemed not much different from the kind of adulation that young people extend
to decadent entertainers at pop concerts (source materials from Susanne Hartfiel).
German officials were afraid that illegal aliens, including Muslim terrorists, might take
advantage and try to slip into the country, so they designed a questionnaire that asked applicants
among other things to name the seven deadly sins, the seven sacraments, and how and when Jesus
died (FT, 10/05). The hilarious thing is that most Catholics born after about 1965 probably would
flunk.
We have not learned how many applicants were denied entry on the basis of this
questionnaire.
There were also thousands of handicapped young people and their companions at the World
Youth Day, but despite a great many supports, many had considerable difficulties coping with the
crowds and the crowded transport means. Some preferred to watch the public events on television
(Band, 5/05). An interesting event was deaf people from different nations coming together and trying
to communicate with each other with their different sign languages. By the way, the German word
for sign language is very different and conveys a much broader meaning, perhaps a bit closer to
"behavior language."
*All over Europe, churches are being decommissioned and sold, becoming bars, banks,
museums of various kinds, libraries, community centers, day care centers, schools, residences, etc.,
etc. (Stern, 18/05).
*We read illCR, 9 Jan. 05) that comedian Bob Hope, and film stars Gary Cooper and John
Wayne, all converted to Catholicism in their last days. How did this come about? "They were
married to incredibly strong, faithful and courageous Catholic women." In John Wayne's case, it was
"three or four of them." Oh well, we suppose it took more than one for a big man like that.
*In 2005, we saw--for the first time--that holy water as used by Catholics can be bought via a
catalogue in a spray bottle, much like many cleaning agents. Maybe one can spray the black cat with
it if it gets too rambunctious or scratches the furniture.
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*Now that one woman asked--and another woman paid--$28,000 for a grilled cheese
sandwich in which some people saw the image of the Virgin Mary, other people are busily grilling
cheese sandwiches to see if they can create an image. One said to bear the image of "Hello Kitty"
(whatever that is) brought $61 (Time, 6 Dec. 2004).
However, people have also reportedly been trying to auction off relics and consecrated hosts
over the Internet iliCR, 24/30/4/05).
*Hypocrisy. A rather amusing phenomenon took place in 3/05 when the then Pope was taken
ill. Suddenly, there was a flurry of criticism in the media that the Pope had no living will!
Interestingly, the people who raised this criticism all seemed to be from the Pope-hating secular
circles, and from Catholic dissident circles, stating or implying that the church can hardly be run with
an incapacitated Pope. These are certainly not the people who have the welfare of the Church at
heart, or even wanted this Pope to be in charge.
*Nobel Prize-winner Francis Crick resigned as a Fellow of Cambridge University on learning
that it was going to build a Christian chapel, which he called "perpetuating mistakes from the past"
(Time, 9 Aug. 2004).
*One of the most fundamental differences in moral teaching between Christianity and
Judaism is that in Judaism, hatred of enemies is legitimate and even mandated, and certain kinds of
forgiveness are outright prohibited.
This is very informatively explained by a Jewish scholar
(Soloveichik) in First Things, 2/03.
*We are pleased to report that there are a few contemporary master mathematicians of the socalled platonic or a priori school--such as Alexander Grothendieck--who consider the computer the
devil (American Scientist, 3/05, which thought this was hilarious). The rest of the mathematicians
think of the computer as Its Omnipotence.
The Priestly Sex Scandal. Continued
*Catholic dioceses all over the US are faced with a continuing stream of accusations by
alleged victims that one of their priests had sexually abused them 30 or 40 years ago. In the
meantime, many of the accused have died, and so have all the senior administrators of the dioceses
who might have known something confirmatory or disconfirmatory about the case. These cases have
been very difficult to defend because the sympathies have lain with the accusers, no matter how farfetched the accusations. This is why many dioceses will not fight such cases in court but will simply
shell out money to satisfy the accuser.
A recent study found that most of the sex abuse by Catholic priests in the past decades took
place in the 1960s and 1970s, and not recently, as the media imply. Further, 81% of the victims were
male youths between 11-17, not pre-teen children, as the media and others also imply. In other
words, the issue overwhelmingly was homosexual exploitation, not so-called pedophilia ~C
Register, 13/11105). And why is either consensual or non-consensual sex between an older male and
a pubescent adolescent girl who is still below the age of consent not called pedophilia?
*Many media products have celebrated sex between homosexual adults and teenagers. This
includes the television series "Queer as Folk," a number of recent films, and a Village People song
"YMCA." Even homosexual researchers themselves have found that 73% of homosexual males (in
their survey The Gay Report) had had sex with teenage boys, and sometimes even boys in their
young teen years. At the same time, these very same liberal media circles arc trying to interpret the
priest scandal as one of pedophilia, even though another survey found that 81% of the abuse
allegations were of a homosexual nature, and that most of these involved seductions of teenage boys,
and not children iliCR, 21/3/04).
*There is great irony in the fact that in 11/2000, the Catholic bishops of the US pontificated
against mandatory sentencing, and asserted that "We must welcome ex-offenders back into society as
full participating members to the extent feasible." Less than two years later, in 6102, they took it all
back--at least as it applies to priests accused of sexual abuse of minors, and decreed a "zero-
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tolerance" policy which, according to wise Cardinal Avery Dulles, in 15 different ways is unjust,
unwise, and in violation of both Christian morality and Church law (FT, 11104).
*A Maryland man who applied for a top security job as an intelligence analyst for the
government learned that he had the right to inspect what others had said about him during his security
clearance investigation.
But when he applied to work as a volunteer for the Baltimore Catholic
Archdiocese, he not only was told that he had to undergo security clearance (which has recently
become standard operating procedure in Catholic dioceses all over the US), but that he would not
have the right to see what people said about him. He interpreted this as yet another sign of the "total
fear" that the sex scandals have introduced into the American Catholic church. He also discovered
that 5-year olds in Catholic kindergarten were taught about sexual abuse--the very kind of stuff that
Christians have tried to keep the public schools from teaching their children iliCR, 21112/03).
*While some number of perpetrators of such abuse no doubt go undetected and unpunished, it
is also the case that those who falsely accuse others of abuse--whether priests, teachers, ex-spouses,
etc.--usually go scot-free (e.g., SPS, 22/1/05; NCR, 2 & 3/05).
*A child-abusing priest is now becoming almost a stock character in films.
Religion in Human Services
We have only a very little additional news on religion in human service for this issue.
*It is not really news, in that it has been known for quite some time, but it keeps getting
remarked upon, that people who profess a religious faith are less likely to become alcoholic or
addicted to drugs than those without such faith (e.g., NCR, 2-8/12/01).
In this connection, an Illinois social work professor commented on the Teen Challenge
program of San Antonio, operated by an Assembly of God church. It provides a highly structured
and regimented long-term living environment that incorporates routines of daily work and job
training, and group solidarity to encourage continuing sobriety. Upon discharge, clients are placed
into congregational communities so as to continue personal support. Their members gladly take calls
and visits at all hours, and help the young people find apartments and jobs. Research in the past has
shown that anyone of these elements above can contribute to a positive outcome, but this program
brings them all together. The professor pointed out that doing all of this would be economically
prohibitive and pragmatically impossible on a professional service agency model. He also pointed
out that programs such as these cannot be "captured" and institutionalized by simply wedding formal
service programs to church bodies (Books & Culture, 11104).
*To some people, things aren't real or true unless there is research behind them. So now there
is research evidence that people who practice a recognized religion, attend church, and pray, have
better health, recover more quickly, and live longer. However, physicians tend to be much less
religious than their patients, though only in the ordinary sense of that word: they do have religions,
though often their religion is science, or even atheism (e.g., Newsweek, 10 Nov. & 24 Nov. 2003).
*US public schools are becoming less and less tolerant of even the most benign expressions of
faith by students--at least, the Christian faith, though they are bending over backwards to recognize
and even exalt "diverse" and "multi-cultural" faiths (NeR, 27/4-3/5/03; SPS, 8 Feb. 2003).
*In order not to "offend" Muslim pupils, a school in Italy in 2004 struck all references to
Jesus from Christmas carols, and substituted virtu (virtue) for Gesu (Jesus). Other schools no longer
put up creches for Christmas for the same reason, or at least leave the Christ Child out of them
(source clipping from Susanne Hartfiel).
Morality--or the Lack Thereof--in Society, Government, & Human Services
Very much related to religion is the morality that is exalted and practiced in a society and its
social institutions.
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*Some people believe that the single most important precondition for democracy to succeed is
a consensus among major constituencies (e.g., ethnic, regional, religious, language, etc., groups) on
some important values and issues. Not only have many nations with a pro-forma democratic form of
government never had such a consensus, but some of those that once did are rapidly losing it, and that
includes the US.
Another prerequisite for a functioning democracy is certain civic and moral virtues in a
sufficient number of its citizens. Certainly in most Western countries, these virtues are rapidly
evaporating; and many other countries that established pro-forma democracies, such as Russia, never
had them, or at least have not had them for a long time.
At least so far in history, no liberal democracy that turned against its founding principles in
morality and culture, and then collapsed, ever revived again.
We have a very curious situation now in that the law is said to not be permitted to take any
cognizance of either virtue or vice. At one time, all liberal democracies were based on ideas of virtue
and morality.
*In late 2005, a very symbolic event took place: the facade of the US Supreme Court
Building cracked, and marble pieces fell down. Perhaps the sculpture of Moses the lawgiver, on the
front of the building, couldn't bear any more what was transacted within that building and other
courts across the land.
*It is remarkable to note that the gurus of the new so-called "positive psychology" craze have
made a major point of the importance of virtues and character strengths. They may not know it, but
what they list as six broad categories of virtue are almost identical to the virtues emphasized in
Greco-Roman and Christian tradition, such as prudence, charity, courage, justice, temperance, and
hope and faith. Good character they define as all the virtues being present at "above-threshold
levels" in an individual. These gurus believe that these virtues are indeed universal, and if that is the
case, one should not be surprised if different traditions come to pretty much an agreement as to what
they are.
What psychologists may not realize these days is that to the degree that they embrace
"positive psychology," they are moving away from the more traditional foundation of psychology in
science, and particularly the physical sciences, and more toward its previous links to philosophy.
Furthermore, such a move would also imply a retreat from mechanical determinism toward a
teleology (FT, 3/05). If they realize what attracts them to this new viewpoint (or craze?), they might
draw back in horror.
The Greek philosophers, and especially Plato and Aristotle, systematized many ideas that one
will also find to at least some degree in other wisdom traditions, sometimes giving names to these
ideas that struck other thinkers as well-chosen. An example relevant to our thinking is the notion of
the "rightly-ordered soul."
In ancient Greece, Athenian youths were raised to one day make the following pledge:
"We will never bring disgrace to this, our city, by any act of dishonesty or cowardice, nor
ever desert our suffering comrades in the ranks.
"We will tight for the ideals and sacred things of the city, both alone and with many.
"We will revere and obey the city's laws, and do our best to incite a like respect and reverence
in those above us who arc prone to annul and set them at naught.
"We will strive unceasingly to quicken the public's sense of civic duty,
"That, thus, in all these ways, we may transmit this city not only not less, but greater, better,
and more beautiful than it was transmitted to us."
This was explained to American children in a fifth-grade reader of 1919, and how they might
be able to make their school and neighborhood better. This would be very non-PC today, when
civics-teaching is a no-no.
*Numerous parties have commented on the increasing use, and acceptance, of foulmouthedness and profanity in society (who could not notice it?), including in places and contexts
where people used to try to be on their best behavior: in school, at work, being interviewed, etc.
Among the contributors to this are the increasing permeation of society with sexually-drenched
entertainment, and the increasing debasement of sex in such entertainment; people increasingly
throwing off self-control and consideration or concern for others; and desensitization to the meaning
of "swear words" or bad language.
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Such profanity is also increasingly accompanied by outbursts of rage and even violence (e.g.,
Monitor, 7 & 8/0l).
*We simply cannot understand the mentality that would give the crazy, drug-addicted suicide
of decadent music performer Kurt Cobain a cover story with 9 pages of text in Newsweek (28110/02)
8 years after his suicide. Newsweek even cited one of his f-word-ridden messages shortly before his
death. What is going on?
*First Things (12/04) carried an article on the work of Christopher Lasch, a critic of
contemporary modernism, who died in 1994. There is much concordance between what Lasch has
said and what we have been teaching in our various workshops and through TIPS.
Among other things, Lasch criticized modernism for pretending that all natural and human
phenomena could be brought under human control and human planning. We have called this the
"total control" mentality of modernistic people.
Lasch also said that contemporary liberalism was disassembling the very moral sources that
made his own existence, as well as democracy, possible. It advanced political and economic agendas
that corrode the virtues necessary for a democratic society. Lasch likened all of this to infantile
thinking. Despite their rhetoric about liberty and equality, there prevails in the circles of the liberal
elite a snobbish disdain for people with little formal education and who work with their hands--the
kind of people often characterized in liberal US society as the "fly-over people." Furthermore, the
liberal mentality sees the world as something that exists only to gratify human desires, though we
must say that we see the same mentality among a certain class of conservatives who identify
themselves as Republicans.
This explains in part the warfare by liberals against any public policies that arise from
religious traditionalism, which they view as irrational, inegalitarian, illiberal, arbitrary, and outright
oppressrve.
Lasch believed that what much of this boils down to is a fundamental rebellion against human
creatureliness and dependency.
*The gurus are speaking of people having an MVO, standing for "materialistic value
orientation," by which they mean obsession with money and possessions ("Mammon"). The gurus
also speak of people having "an unhealthy relationship" with some of their possessions, and that
people with these values and obsessions actually have a "lower quality of life." "Acquisitive desire"
is being equated with things like drug addictions and eating disorders, and many of these people are
said to have a "narcissistic personality disorder, characterized by self-aggrandizement and extreme
reactivity to failure" (SPS, 21/12/03). In the olden days people spoke simply of the vice of greed.
*In 2001, one of the most distinguished and widely read American historians holding an
endowed chair at Mount Holyoke College in Massachusetts, was discovered to have been telling his
students entirely fictional accounts of having been a platoon leader in the Vietnam war. We would
say that this is constructionism coming home to roost. In a field that now extensively tells students
that history is constructed, and that people should tell their own "stories" as if they were realities, one
should not be surprised when historians begin to make up fictional histories of their own lives.
*It is interesting that advertising for a male impotence pill made its TV debut at the very same
Super Bowl game (in 2004) at which Janet Jackson had the cover ripped off her breast. This alone
should render many a male impotent. This happened while her partner was singing "I'm going to
have you naked by the end of this song."
While Jackson and the man who ripped her cover off on live national TV coverage of the
2004 Super Bowl claimed it was all a "wardrobe malfunction," the fact is that even before that event,
Jackson had been exposing her breasts on the cover of one of her albums "beneath the small hands of
her then-husband," as the news put it. On another album, she had showed a pierced nipple. It did not
help that she then appeared almost bare above the waist (hardly any place to clip the mike to) on the
Letterman TV show to explain it all (AP in SPS, 30/3/04). All of this adds blatant lying to obscene
public exhibitionism, which seems to run in the family.
At the same performance, that awful Diddy singer grabbed his crotch, as did several others,
and promised in his song to have sex with gyrating women, some of whom promptly removed
considerable attire to express their interest.
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Amazing is that after that disastrous performance, officials apologized only for the breast
exhibition but not for any of the other vulgar and obscene events, of which there were more than
those we noted above.

* According to a spokesperson for New York City Mayor Bloomberg, "we need to cover this
city in latex" in order to address sexual promiscuity (CL, 7/05, p. 19).
*The cell phone, so heralded and embraced by the masses for the few and small benefits it can
bring, has also turned out to have a few drawbacks. Among them, it makes lying and cheating much
easier because of the Internet network. In fact, entire "alibi and excuse clubs" have sprung up that
can marshal thousands of members to support one's lying; the wide array of sounds (e.g., sirens,
horns, drills) that can be programmed into the phones can be used to give false background noises.
The liars and cheats who invented this, and who use it, interpret it all as giving people greater control
of their environment, and say it is not "malicious or nefarious" iliY Times, 26/6/04; source item from
Peter King).
*A big difference between Europeans and Americans is in their perceived so-called "locus of
control." In several major European countries, the great majority of the population believes that what
happens to them in life is beyond their control, contrary to what two-thirds of Americans believe
(Claremont Review of Books, Fall 2005). Cell phones for this reason should be even more popular in
Europe than in America.
*A German apothegm says that evil always offers its gifts covered in beautiful wrapping
paper (source item from Susanne Hartfiel).
*The city of Buffalo, NY, was a former manufacturing and industrial hub, but has become a
virtual "basket-case," the city government having mis-managed and mis-spent for decades. For
instance, more than half a billion dollars in federal aid for the poor was misappropriated, and city
employees' medical insurance paid for them to receive free cosmetic surgery--all at taxpayer expense
(multiple sources). The city is about to be taken over by an outside management team--sort of the
equivalent of imposing martiallaw--in order to restore financial viability.
Poverty, & Especially the Growing Gulf Between Rich & Poor
*In 2004, there were a record 8.2 million US households with at least one million dollars in
net worth (SPS, 21111/04). The number of billionaires in the country that year reached 313. The
combined net worth of the 400 richest people in the US reached one trillion dollars (SPS, 24/9/04).
The share of income of the wealthiest one-thousandth of the US population has more than
doubled in 25 years, while the share earned by the bottom 90% fell. Gross injustices in taxation also
exist that benefit the very wealthy, and penalize the poor and middle class (SPS, 11/6/05).
The widest discrepancy in incomes in any county in the US exists in Manhattan (NY City),
where the top 20% of earners make 52 times what the lowest 20% make, a discrepancy which is 62%
bigger than it was in 1980, and is roughly comparable to the income disparity in very poor nations
such as Namibia (SPS, 5 Sept. 2005).
All this bodes very ill for this nation.
*As the rich get richer, the "merely rich" no longer feel rich, as compared to the "super-rich."
A 100-foot yacht is impressive on its own, but not compared to a 500-foot one, and similarly with a
$100,000 car versus a $350,000 one. One New York University economics professor said the
situation is comparable to the decadence of the days of Louis XIV of France (1643-1715) who
constantly raised the "entry price" for admission to his court (SPS, 16112/04). Of course, the
excesses of the French court led fairly soon to the bloody "excesses" of the French revolution.
*In 1965, CEOs in the US made 25 times as much as their average workers; by 2003, they
were earning 185 times as much, despite the fact that the US had lost scores of millions of
manufacturing jobs iliewsweek, 19/9/05).
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*While one hardly needs evidence that there is a big gulf between the haves and have-nots,
some examples are particularly striking. For instance, some American men can, and do, spend more
than $400 on a single shirt--and not even one that is elegant or "timeless," but one that is garish and
will soon be out of fashion iliewsweek, 28/2/05). One can only do this if one is unaware of, or
represses awareness of, or is utterly indifferent to, the plight of the poor both at home and abroad.
*One of the most under-reported, but relevant, facts about the gap between rich and poor is
how it affects life-span. In societies where the gap is smaller, longevity is higher, whereas when the
gap is wide, the poor die earlier (Discover, 6/05).
*The Canadian province of Alberta is now one of the richest jurisdictions in the Western
world because of its oil, and has decided to give every citizen of the province $400 as a form of
reverse-taxes. Yet at the same time, it has pockets of great poverty, social disorganization,
homelessness and despair (source information from Bill Forman).
*A Kenyan economist begged the West to "for God's sake, stop the aid," because the money
sent by Western governments to Africa creates almost nothing but disaster there. It weakens local
markets, destroys incentives, and fosters corruption. Most of the money ends up in the pockets of a
few politicians and leaders, thus creating societies in which there are a very small number of multimillionaires and everybody else is dying. Another irony is that a lot of Western rock musicians
rolling in money sing about poverty in Africa and how many children are dying there. A small
number of business people have tried to inject money into Africa in ways that stimulate the grassroots
economy and local enterprise (SPS, 18/7/05).
*TV networks do not like to show the realities of poverty and poor people, because viewers
cannot stand to gaze at it, and rather quickly tend to change channels iliewsweek, 19/9/05).
*While we believe that people who receive a public subsidy ought to do work in exchange for
it if they are able to do so, this--like all good things--can be perverted. Since the welfare reforms of
the 1990s, welfare recipients in New York City were put to work cleaning up roadsides, highway
underpasses, and ramps. That's good, but they were issued no protective clothing, not even gloves
for picking up decaying dead animals and garbage, were not allowed bathroom breaks or drinking
water, or opportunities to take needed medication (Harper's, 11/97).
*We have reported on this before, but it is worth repeating. Some people--mostly of the
liberal mind-bent--are absolutely scandalized that close to half of all the food stamps that some
people are eligible for "go unused" (AP in SPS, 22112/03). In other words, the idea that somebody
should try to pay for something that they could get free from the taxpayer and the government in the
form of welfare is absolutely beyond them.
*After the Fourth of July 2005 celebrations, we learned for the first time that a lot of people-apparently particularly in poverty ghetto neighborhoods--used dynamite as part of their firework
productions. The sound is far greater than that of typical fireworks. Apparently, they cut dynamite
sticks into four pieces, put fuses on them, light them, and throw them into some empty lot. When the
dynamite explodes, the houses in the neighborhood shake, to the amusement of some of the people
there. One might consider this the Fourth of July version of the so-called ghetto boom-boxes or
ghetto-blasters.
*Americans (and probably any modernistic people) are increasingly spending what they have,
rather than saving it--largely because modernism exalts both here-and-now-ism and self-indulgence,
particularly ofthe materialistic kind. In 1980, Americans spent 63% oftheir income on consumption;
in the early 2000s, it was up to 70% iliewsweek, 17110/05).
In fact, the economic problems of the US (such as trying to payoff its debt, its ongoing wars,
and its obligations to citizens, such as Social Security) have been said to be as serious as those which
led to the collapse of the Soviet Union (e.g., SPS, 23/7/05). There is no sign that any authorities are
willing to do what it would take to address them.
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The Transfer--Often, the Theft--ofWealth

From the Lowest to the Upper Classes

One of the reasons why there is such a growing gulf between rich and poor is because the
wealth of the lower and middle classes is systematically-and often quite legally-transferred to the
higher classes. Governments do this almost entirely through tax policies, businesses in other ways.
Even when it is not done legally, there is often little recourse for the little guy when the transfer-theft
is discovered, e.g., when a firm goes bankrupt, or is discovered to have committed massive fraud, the
money never gets returned.
*Not offering employees pension plans at all is one thing (and they have declined in the US
by almost 80%), but enrolling them in pension plans and then stealing the pension funds is another.
We have been commenting on, and documenting, the latter for many years running.
As is so often the case, many people may have thought that we were exaggerating, but by
now, the problem has become so huge, pervasive and obvious that hardly anybody is likely to doubt it
anymore, especially when they see their own pension shrinking or disappearing. As of 2004, US
pension funds were underfunded by $450 billion, with the most precipitous drop occurring after 1999
(Time, 24/1105). Because some private pension funds have a government guarantee behind them, this
could mean a humongous governmental bail-out in the future, on top of all the other governmentbenefit schemes, and the federal budget deficit.
Another problem on which we have not said anything so far is that even when pension funds
are not being robbed, pension schemes themselves have been disappearing. This throws more and
more people onto their Social Security and whatever else they were able to save, but Americans have
been notoriously unable and unwilling to save on their own. They have been socialized for
generations to spend and consume, and in fact to always spend a bit more than they are earning so as
to be permanently in debt.
However, this is not only an American phenomenon or problem. In Europe, where there are
even fewer young people to support an aging population than in North America, both private and
government pension plans are in trouble and going to get worse (SPS, 12/12/04).
*A Time cover story (31/10/05) has probably been one of the most incisive and subtly furious
exposes of the pension theft in the US. It said that this was done by a collusion between business and
the US government, in this case the Congress. It was Congress that a few years ago passed a law that
allowed firms that declared bankruptcy to walk away from their pension obligations, on top of earlier
legislation that had allowed firms to underfund their pension funds. What the latter means is that
companies would establish pension funds, often by agreeing to contribute to them as an employee
benefit, but fail to make their contributions, or somehow squander these funds, so that even without
bankruptcies, there would not have been enough money to pay the pensions that workers had been
promised. Time told terrible stories of people who had worked 30 and more years for big and rich
firms (including IBM!) who ended up with little or no pensions. Firms have even been able to walk
away from their so-called "death benefits," meaning that when an employee died in connection with
work for a company, the widow(er) would get none of the monthly benefits that had been promised in
case of such a death. This meant that some elderly women, or younger women with children, whose
husbands died in a work accident would be left penniless.
However, public pension funds have also been underfunded, looted, or frittered away. For
instance, it was discovered that the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, police pension plan had only enough
money to cover 33% of the promised retirement pay. The state of Illinois pension fund was short
$43.1 billion, nearly double the state's annual budget.
Promised health care benefits plans have also been underfunded to the sudden surprise of
many employees who developed health problems. There is one exception to this, and that is that
courts have ruled again and again that health benefits promised to government workers, including
legislators and judges (thus to themselves), must be paid, unlike those promised to ordinary (and
often lowly) workers in private industry.
The horror stories go on and on, and surely this must be one of the most massive legalized
transfers of wealth to the most privileged parties in society by the entire rest of society. The story is
almost unbearable to read. It could well be that it is so stark that a lot of people will simply not be
able to read it, and to be fired up into activism.
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*The Ohio Bureau of Workers Compensation that is supposed to provide financial support for
workers injured on the job was discovered to have invested $50 million in a rare coin trading
operation that turned out to be mostly fictitious, and $225 million in a private hedge fund that lost
almost the entire investment.
Most of these transactions were due to political cronyism among
decision-makers. The question now arises: Where will the money come from to support injured
workers? (SPS, 23/6/05).
*The obscenely high-paid executives never suffer when their employees' health and pension
plans are cut or abandoned; in fact, they often receive huge (and again obscene) bonuses even for
driving a company into financial failure. The amounts of money entailed are beyond the imagination
of most people, e.g., $200 million bonuses on top of salary, benefits, and other "compensations"
(several sources).
We need to resurrect and lavishly use the term "robber barons."
*In addition to private pension funds, the US national Social Security fund is also being
looted, to cover the federal deficit. Someday, and perhaps soon, not only may Social Security
benefits be reduced--that seems inevitable--but there may be no Social Security at all. For many
people, especially ones with low incomes, this government fund was the only money they would have
for their retirement, which means these people simply cannot plan on retiring.
*Members of the board of big not-for-profit health-related organizations receive anywhere
from a mere $20,000 or so annually, to almost one million dollars. The executive directors get paid
anywhere from only $1.5 million to $25 million, not counting stock options--all this while 40 million
Americans are without health insurance. One of the most venerable health insurance plans in the US
for many decades has been the non-profit Blue Cross/Blue Shield, but in 2004, it was found that its
four top executives were paid more than $1 million each, and another 58 executives earned $200,000
or more, for a total of 200 employees making in the 6-figures. At the same time the firm was making
hig money, hut it kept giving exorhitant raises, and rather than reducing insurance rates during all
this, it hiked its rates (SPS, 22/3/04).
As one writer put it, our national health care is controlled by a handful of millionaire and
billionaire bureaucrats (SPS, 21 & 27 March 2005).
*Some other ways in which the transfer of wealth is effected are by tax breaks and incentives,
and subsidies, to already enormously wealthy and profitable energy companies; tax cuts for wealthy
individuals and wealthy corporations; and tax breaks and other subsidies to enable real estate
developers to buy farmland dirt-cheap. For example, 60% of US companies paid no federal tax
whatsoever from 1996-2000 (SPS, 4/4/04 & 30/7/05; Time, 23/8/04).
*For some time now, significant new US tax laws have been called "reforms," no matter how
much worse they made things.
In 2005, President Bush gave a blue-ribbon commission the instruction to come up with new
tax "reform" proposals that would treat investment and business more favorably but keep revenue the
same. The only way to do this is to take away money from everyone else and give it to the rich
iliewsweek, 14111105). That is what any new tax law of 2006 is likely to do.
*Many people who put their money into investments do not understand them, and are easily
swindled by traders who encourage them to put their money into certain funds and stocks. The
traders reap big commissions, while the investors often end up penniless (e.g., Time, 8 Dec. 2003;
Bulletin, 12/03).
*The MCI phone network company, also known as WoridCom, perpetrated one of the worst
accounting frauds in American business, involving $11 billion and plunging the company into
bankruptcy in 2002. When the government "saw what the company had done," it awarded it a $45
million communications contract in Iraq, without putting it up for bid (AP in SPS, 22/5/03).
*The US government classified 81% more documents as secret in 2004 than it had in 2001.
As if keeping all sorts of information secret from its citizens were not bad enough, doing so also
raises the costs of the documents by almost 100%, in this case to the tune of $7.2 billion--all paid for
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by taxes. Then, when it comes time to declassify a document, yet more costs are entailed. The more
documents that are classified, the more requests for information under the Freedom of Information
Act pour in, way beyond the government's capability to process them (SPS, 5 Sept. 05).
*Also, lawyering is an enormously productive avenue for the transfer of wealth. For instance,
phone company customers in a class-action lawsuit in Illinois won a refund of $25 each--while their
lawyers got $1.9 million in fees, or 60% ofthe settlement amount (Funny Times, 4/05).
*Many poorer communities in the US would subsidize the medical education of one of their
own, on the condition that he or she would return to that locale to practice medicine for at least a
certain number of years after qualifying as a doctor. Poorer nations have done the same thing.
Unfortunately, many of the subsidized students are not returning to their place of origin to hold up
their end of the bargain, but are settling in big cities and even other countries where the living
conditions and income are better. In effect, they are absconding with the wealth of the subsidizers.
For instance, African nations alone are estimated to lose $500 million each year paying for the
education of medical staff who will not return (Time, 7 Nov. 2005).
*One means of transferring wealth will perhaps surprise some people, namely the modern
practice of medicine, and of certain medical specialties. For instance, heart surgeries eat up about
$290 billion each year in the US, but do not significantly contribute to longevity or health; in fact,
many such procedures impair these (Discover, 6/05). However, surgery is what surgeons like to do,
and it has a big placebo effect on patients, so this pattern is unlikely to change.
Philanthropy & Volunteerism
*One would hope that, having taken so much money from the poor and lowly, those to whom
the wealth has been transferred would be willing to give much of it back--not so.
People in the lowest income groups give the highest proportion of their incomes (between 23
and 26%), compared to the wealthier who give anywhere from 2.8% to 3.7% at incomes of $100,000
and up; even the middle class give only between 3.4% and 9.2% of their incomes.
During the Great Depression, people gave a greater percentage of their incomes to charitable
causes than they do today (Time, 16/12/02).
Unfortunately, some small private charities are poorly administered, which is a disincentive to
others to give to them, as is the fact that the members of their boards may be receiving very healthy
fees even for just part-time work (SPS, 28/7/03).
*The building of the magnificent Gothic cathedrals in Europe during the Middle Ages was
largely an unpaid local communal effort. Merchants and other people contributed money, and
specific guilds would pay for a window each. But much of the pulling of wagons full of materials,
even very heavy stones, was done in voluntary labor by members of the community: everyone from
nobles of high estate to lowly serfs and children. Even some of the labor tasks required a spirit of
communality, because some of the stones were so heavy that a thousand people might be required to
pull them, and all of these had to work together in perfect unity. Today, the only time we are apt to
see such voluntary joint efforts is during barn-raisings, or for a short time following a disaster.
*With a few exceptions, attendance at traditional New England town meetings has fallen in
recent years to the point of becoming meaningless iliewsweek, 3 May 04). This is another index of
citizen participation (i.e., lack thereof) in selfless unpaid civic activities.
In many New England towns, there is now a large percentage of first- and second-generation
immigrants from countries without a citizen activism and self-governance tradition. Democracy does
not work for all cultures.
Homelessness & the Homeless
The Bible said "the poor you will always have with you" (Matthew 26: 11), but it did not say
"the homeless you will always have with you." Now, the homeless seem to be part of the landscape,
and most people take their presence for granted.
*An amazing 22% of young adults who leave or "age out" of foster eare are homeless within
one year (Time, 12/04).
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*Particularly when the cold weather sets in, many homeless people feign sickness in order to
be able to stay in a hospital emergency room, where it is warm (SPS, 6 Jan. 2005). Similarly, they
will make their way to the warmth of airports, where they can also wash up. They also prefer airports
to other settings where their possessions are apt to be stolen and where they may get beaten up (SPS,
1 Dec. 2004). In New Jersey, however, the homeless may get booted out of the train stations, now
under the guise of anti-terrorism laws (SPS, 30/6/05).
*In California, the city of San Bernardino is considering a "homeless mall" (something
similar already exists in Los Angeles), something like a one-stop drop-in center for the homeless to
get medical care, haircuts, and assistance in job hunting--but apparently not homes or even places to
sleep (LALCM, 4/05).
Hobo, Drunk, Poverty, Jailhouse & Homelessness Songs
*Below is the "Beggar's Song" by an unknown English author.
Up, beggars! Be joyful, for joy is our own;
Our garments are tattered, and bald is our crown.
Beloved, want presses us; what shall we do?
Why, want is one woe, discontent would make two!

Then Saturday comes--that's perplexing and rude-And Sunday, with hunger; but where is the food?
We sit at the table--poor devils!--to eat;
Were the table but covered our task would be sweet!

Let's enter the inn, though we stay but a minute,
For the bottle looks mournful when nothing is in it;
Legs weary, bags empty, and what shall we do?
Why, bearing one burden, we need not make two!

Our cooks are sad pygmies; they cannot be less:
They needs must look small when they've nothing to dress.
Can they carve from a fog, make of darkness a stew,
Or turn a stag's ghost to a venison agout?

On Friday we dine, from a halfpenny pot;
Sour broth, ragged bones, bread and water we've got.
And fish? To be sure--in the Danube, the sea,
Which are fresher and sweeter than caught fish can be.

*Below is an excerpt from the US hobo song "The Gila Monster Route."
the jungle is the hobo jungle, i.e., a make-shift hobo camp; a bull is a policeman.

Bo refers to hobo;

When she have in sight far up the track,
She was working steam, with her brake-shoes slack.
She hollered once at the whistle-post,
Then she flitted by like a frightened ghost.

The lingering sunset across the plain
Kissed the rear end of an east-bound train,
And shone on the passing track close by
Where a dingbat sat on a rotten tie ...

He could hear the roar of the big six-wheel,
And her driver's pound on the polished steel,
And the screech of her flanges on the rail,
As she beat it west o'er the desert trail.

There was nothing in sight but sand and space;
No chance for a bo to feed his face;
Not even a shack to beg for a lump.
Nor a hen house there to frisk for a gump ...

The John got busy and took the risk,
He climbed aboard and began to frisk,
He reached up high and began to feel
For the end-door pin--then he cracked the seal.

Then, down by the tracks, in the jungle's glade,
On the cool, green grass in the tule's shade,
They shed their coats, and ditched their shoes,
And tanked up full of that colored booze.

'Twas a double-decked stock-car filled with sheep-Old John crawled in and went to sleep.
She whistled twice and high-balled out,
They were off--Down the Gila Monster Route.

Then, they took a flop with their hides plumb full,
And did not hear the harness bull,
Till he shook them out of their boozy nap,
With a husky voice and loaded sap. (From Miller, 1991)

*Alleluia, bum again! Zana Lutfiyya responded to our plea for readers to find for us the song
"The Old Jawbone on the Almshouse Wall." It turns out that a jawbone actually was a jawbone of a
horse or ass ("it does help if the jawbone is first removed from the head"), which would be
thoroughly dried so that the teeth became loose and rattled, and produced a sound similar to that of
castanets. The teeth could also be scraped with a hollow stick to make a sound. This instrument may
have been brought from Africa by slaves, and was apparently first mentioned in 1777. Eventually, all
sorts of songs were composed and sung in the minstrel era of 1830-1890 that had something to do
with a jawbone. One of them had the line "jawbone hung on the kitchen wall." However, some
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stock characters in minstrel shows were also called Jawbone. One version of the song (prior to
World War II) was called "The Johnson City Rag," sung by a certain Mudcat as follows:
Chorus:
Old jawbone,
The old jawbone on the almshouse wall
Old jawbone on the almshouse wall.
Hung 50 years on that whitewashed wall
The old jawbone,
It was slimy and gray and covered with gore
Old jawbone on the almshouse wall.
Like the souls of the sinners who'd passed before.
This song is also related to others entitled variously "Danced All Night With a Bottle in My
Hand," "Get Me a Bottle of I Don't Care What," "Give the Fiddler a Dram," and "Jordon is a Hard
Road to Travel." The melody may have been adapted by black-face minstrels from an Irish melody.
We have also discovered that "the bone" was an instrument commonly played by minstrel
bands.
Some Hobo Jokes & Poems
*"At the back door of a house there appeared a tramp one day, asking for something to eat.
The man of the house was a narrow-minded individual whose charitable horizon took in only
members of his own faith. He said to the tramp:
'Are you a member of the church?' 'Not now, but I used to go to church.'
'Do you know the Lord's Prayer?' 'I'm afraid I don't remember it.'
'Well, will you say it after me ifI give you a slice of bread?'
'Sure,' said the tramp.
The householder began cutting the bread, and saying, 'Our Father.'
The tramp interrupted him with, 'Say, does that mean my Father and your Father?'
'Certainly.' 'Well, that makes us brothers. Suppose you cut that bread thicker and quicker!'"
*A tramp came to the back door of a house in the country, and asked the woman of the house:
'Have you got any wood you want chopped, ma'am?' 'No,' she said.
'Any fences to be whitewashed?' 'No.'
'Any garden walks to be fixed, or any other work to be done about the place?'
'No,' she answered, 'not a thing.'
'Well, then maybe you can spare me a bite to eat,' said the tramp.
*A bum asks a man for two dollars. The mans says, "If I give you the money, will you buy
booze?" The bum says no.
The man asks, "Will you gamble?" The bum says no.
"Then will you come home with me?" the man asks. "I want my wife to see what happens to
a man who doesn't drink or gamble" (RD, 3/03).
*Below is a poem "by an unknown proletarian" that was turned into a song by the
International Workers of the World, to be sung "to fan the flames of discontent":
We Have Fed You All For A Thousand Years
We have fed you all, for a thousand years
And you hail us still unfed,
Though there's never a dollar of all your wealth
But marks the worker's dead.
We have yielded our best to give you rest
And you lie on crimson wool.
Then if blood be the price of all your wealth,
Good God! We have paid it in full.
There is never a mine blown skyward now
But we're buried alive for you.
There's never a wreck drifts shoreward now
But we are its ghastly crew.

Go reckon our dead by the forges red
And the factories where we spin.
If blood be the price of your cursed wealth,
Good God! We have paid it in.
We have fed you all for a thousand years-For that was our doom, you know,
From the days when you chained us in your fields
To the strike of a week ago.
You have taken our lives, and our babies and wives,
And we're told it's your legal share;
But if blood be the price of your lawful wealth,
Good God! We have bought it fair.
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*Here, we present a letter from an obviously learned member of the lower class:
"Sir, We citizens of the abyss know that society is ranged against us. We are 'nobodies' with
no help from nowhere.
'Asses, swine, have litter spread
And with fitting food are fed.
All things but one-Thou, 0 Englishman, has none.'
No bed for the night if you haven't got four bob."
*The Salvation Army was founded by William Booth, an imposing long-bearded figure in his
old age. The Army engaged itself with the lowest of the low in the slums of first Britain, then other
countries. Liquor was one of its biggest enemies. As we mentioned before, when Henry Stanley
wrote In Darkest Africa in 1890, Booth in rebuke quickly published In Darkest England the same
year.
Vachel Lindsay (1879-1931) was an American writer and artist. One of his early works was a
1913 song entitled "General William Booth Enters Into Heaven," to be sung to the tune of the
Protestant hymn, "The Blood of the Lamb." Here it is (provided by Marc Tumeinski).
(Bass drum beaten loudly.)
Booth led boldly with his big bass drum-(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
The Saints smiled gravely and they said: "He's come."
(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
Walking lepers followed, rank on rank,
Lurching bravos from the ditches dank,
Drabs from the alleyways and drug fields pale-Minds still passion-ridden, soul-powers frail:-Vermin-eaten saints with moldy breath,
Unwashed legions with the ways of Death-(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
(Banjos.)
Every slum has sent its half-a-score
The round world over. (Booth had groaned for more.)
Every banner that the wide world flies
Bloomed with glory and transcendent dyes.
Big-voiced lasses made their banjos bang;
Tranced, fanatical they shrieked and sang:-"Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?"
Hallelujah! It was queer to see
Bull-necked convicts with that land make free.
Loons with trumpets blowed a blare, blare, blare
On, on upward thro' the golden air!
(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
(Bass drum slower and softer.)
Booth died blind and still by faith he trod,
Eyes still dazzled by the ways of God.
Booth led boldly, and he looked the chief:
Eagle countenance in sharp relief,
Beard a-flying, air of high command
Unabated in that holy land.

(Sweet flute music.)
Jesus came from out the court-house door,
Stretched his hands above the passing poor.
Booth saw not, but led his queer ones there
Round and round the mighty court-house square.
Then, in an instant all that blear review
Marched on spotless, clad in raiment new.
The lame were straightened, withered limbs uncurled
And blind eyes opened on a new, sweet world.
(Bass drum louder.)
Drabs and vixens in a flash made whole!
Gone was the weasel-head, the snout, the jowl!
Sages and sibyls now, and athletes clean,
Rulers of empires, and of forests green!
(Grand chorus of all instruments.
Tambourines to the foreground.)
The hosts were sandaled, and their wings were fire!
(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
But their noise played havoc with the angel-choir.
(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
Oh, shout Salvation! It was good to see
Kings and Princes by the Lamb set free.
The banjos rattled and the tambourines
Jing-jing-jingled in the hands of the Queens.
(Reverently sung, no instruments.)
And when Booth halted by the curb for prayer
He saw his Master thro' the flag-filled air.
Christ came gently with a robe and crown
For Booth the soldier, while the throng knelt down.
He saw King Jesus. They were face to face,
And he knelt a-weeping in that holy place.
(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)

Sadly, when Lindsay's popularity faded, and he was impoverished, in debt, and sick, he
committed suicide. He had shared Booth's hopes for "the least," but lost hope for himself.
Also, when Nobel Prize-winner John Watson learned of the above transformation of the
stinky beggars and whores, he flew into a huff and resigned his fellowship in the Paradise Academy.
*Ashraf, M. (Ed.). (1974). Political verse and song from Britain and Ireland. London:
Lawrence & Wishart. This is a collection of poetry and songs that are mostly in the nature of very
justified complaints by the poor, lowly and oppressed against their oppressors.
There are also
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numerous anti-war entries. Somewhat amusingly to readers today, there are several entries in praise
of Marx, Lenin and communism.
Crime ...
*When our local newspaper published a list of the 10 Most Wanted local criminals (in 2/05),
we noted that 7 of them had tattoos on their bodies, and 2 of the 3 others had distinguishing scars.
All 10 were males, and four were "black." Seven were described as armed or dangerous.
Gang members in some of the poorest countries are undergoing painful removal of their gangsignifying tattoos, claiming that otherwise, they will be killed by police and vigilantes, in response to
a rise in gangs (called "maras") and their vicious activities (e.g., SPS, 26/9/04).
It is estimated that currently, there are 25,000 active gangs and 750,000 gang members in the
US, many of them immigrants (SPS, May 2005), which could turn one against immigration, at least
from certain countries. After all, who has ever heard of a Swedish or Finnish crime gang (outside of
Sweden or Finland)?
*There seems to be something terribly incoherent about youth anti-crime programs inviting
people to supposedly steer at-risk kids away from violence whose notoriety is due to their association
with the promotion of violence. Some of the worst examples are infamous rap stars and gang leaders,
including ones who have not publicly repented of, or disavowed, any violence they may have
committed or promoted.
In the Syracuse area, it was discovered that the Syracuse school district, in combination with
an organization trying to reduce juvenile gun violence, hired 3 young men as youth counselors who
themselves were members of a violent local gang who had shot and killed a number of local people
(SPS, 7 Dec. 2003). Once again, this is like trying to drive the devil out through Beelzebul.
But perhaps they were just following the lead of institutions of higher education, such as
Syracuse University, which offers a credit course on hip-hop diva Lil' Kim (who we had never heard
of), and which brought her in as guest lecturer to the class as well.
*One thing that is happening over and over is that when some youth or young man in a racial
ghetto gets shot to death, all sorts of people--especially family members--tell the media what a "good
kid" he had been, that he had never been in trouble, and "had no enemies." Again and again, the real
news then trickles out that the kid had been caught committing all sorts of crimes, been in jail
repeatedly, often being involved with drugs, etc., etc. In many cases, we also discover that the youth
had begun fathering children with one or more teenage girls at a very early age. It all reminds us a bit
of all the denials that were going on about the Nazi killing of handicapped people, when nobody
seemed to have noticed anything, and nobody claimed to have been involved.
*It is also very revealing that parents in racial ghetto neighborhoods in which there are
constant shootings and killings among the young males who are obviously not under their control
nevertheless have been protesting vigorously against any proposed curfew in the neighborhood.
Even youth workers in these neighborhoods oppose a curfew, which is probably the only practical
measure that would have a chance of success, if it were truly implemented (SPS, 10 Feb. 04). One of
these days, in some parts of the country, it will come down to either a curfew, or total lawlessness
and grim citizen vigilantism.
*Of all the zillions of crimes committed in the US, any member of the ordinary public (and
that includes us) is only likely to learn of an infinitesimal percentage, and only a few of these are
worth commenting on because of unusual circumstances. One instance occurred in New Orleans in
4/03 when three teenagers with an automatic rifle and a handgun managed to bypass security and
enter a local high school. They went to the gymnasium packed with 200 students, identified a 15year old who they believed was involved in an earlier killing of one of their associates, and began to
spray him with 30 bullets that killed him and wounded four other students, and then the assailants
left, though they and some associates were later picked up by the police. As always seems to happen
in such instances, fellow students declared the murdered teenager to have been an "okay guy." It
took a whole day before police discovered that the victim himself had been carrying a gun when he
was being shot, which he had also managed to sneak past security.
Aside from telling us about the situation in our public schools today, the incident also has
relevance to our coverage in the last issue of TIPS of the New Orleans situation.
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*While violent crimes supposedly declined in recent years, bank robberies have been
increasing, presumedly because "that is where the money is." Most bank robberies are harmless
affairs, with robbers simply shoving a note to a cashier to hand over the contents of his or her drawer,
which usually contains somewhere between a few hundred to a few thousand dollars. In that respect,
"bank robbers aren't what they used to be" iliewsweek, 17/3103).
*In ghetto neighborhoods, there is now shooting constantly, everyday, and it is strange that
the newspaper will only rarely report on it, nor is it clear why they report on some shootings and not
on others. At the same time, we are being told that violent crimes have steadily declined. One
wonders whether shootings have replaced (other) violent crimes, or whether there is something
wrong with the statistics. However, we are being told that sometimes, the hoods merely shoot into
the air rather than at each other.
In 2005, for the first time, shootings became common in the TIPS editor's neighborhood at
night. Sometimes, he hears extensive volleys of about 20 shots. The first time this happened brought
on a police investigation, but now it seems to be too frequent to be bothered with.
Perhaps relatedly, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of cars cruising through
the neighborhood with ghetto-blaster sound systems and offensive music playing that one can hear
from blocks away, and at any hour of the night.
Once in a while, there are small groups of people in the ghettoes who gather on street corners
to decry shootings and violence, but the gatherings are pitifully small, such as fewer than 20 people in
neighborhoods where there is constant shooting and killing.
*An African-American singer we had never heard of by the name of R. Kelly had a long
history of having sex with underage girls. Among other things, he paid a quarter million dollars
damage money to a 15-year-old who allegedly was forced into an orgy by him. He was later shown
on a video (which was sold on street corners and available on the Internet) having sex with a 14-yearold, and yet later was arrested on 21 counts of child pornography, with additional charges following.
When the kind of public that likes these kinds of PPP performers "saw what he had done," they
continued to buy his albums, and at one of his appearances soon after, they gave him a standing
ovation lasting five minutes (Newsweek, 14/4/03). And then we get complaints from the AfricanAmerican community about not getting enough police protection!
*There is no end to the absurdities and self-contradictions in the American racial ghetto
culture. A community center in a high-crime ghetto area in Syracuse set a goal to fight neighborhood
crime, and one way that it decided to do this was by hosting a punk rock concert (SPS, 11 June 05).
And a so-called male responsibility program, part of the Syracuse Model Neighborhood program,
held a condom give-away to "raise public awareness" (SPS, 2 Aug. 05).
*Everybody is deeply embarrassed by recent claims that the single biggest contributor to the
slow drop in violent crimes in the US that started in the early 1990s (18 years after Roe v. Wade-abortion on demand--went into effect) is the result of the high rate of abortion among AfricanAmericans, and specifically the abortion of males (see preceding issue of TIPS, 4/6/8/10-05). Some
people stick their heads into the ground and ignore the data and the argument. Some people have
drawn parallels to Pharaoh trying to kill all the male Hebrew babies, but the African-American
leadership, including in the churches, has been staunchly in favor of abortion (FT, 8/05).
*It is a sad fact that still, as one newspaper put it, the majority of US urban violence today is
perpetrated "by young men of color against other young men of color" (SPS, 15111105), meaning
mostly by "blacks" against "blacks."
*Tn one of the endless gun battles in our racial ghettos in Syracuse, a boy from the poverty
culture got hit in the foot by a bullet. Just the day before, this poor boy had acquired a brand new
pair of Air Jordan sneakers for $150 (I), and the shoe actually stopped the bullet. To the boy's
chagrin, police took the sneaker as evidence, but the "word" is that now every hood in the ghetto is
buying Air Jordan sneakers.
As we keep saying over and over: if something happens in Syracuse, something comparable-or even the very same thing--must be happening all over the country.
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*Increasingly, young females are becoming violent, and at ever younger ages, such as 9.
One-third of juveniles arrested for violent offenses are female. Of course, some "experts" continue to
stupidly insist that "the culture" of our society has nothing to do with it, but that the violence is
rooted in "individual situations" ~ewsweek, 13 June 2005).
*Increasingly, too, handicapped people are committing crimes, including people one would
not have thought capable of much. For instance, a paraplegic (!) man in California--and a former
gang member, with a long record of crimes when he was able-bodied--faces life imprisonment for his
continued crime sprees in his wheelchair (LALCM, 4/05). Another man in a wheelchair went on a
violent rampage in a neighbor's apartment in Syracuse (SPS, 28/5/04).
Here is yet another new one: two men in Colombia hijacked an airliner (that's the bad news),
but the good news is that one of them was in a wheelchair. However, not so good news was that he
seemed to have been a bad guy who 14 years earlier had become paralyzed in a shoot-out with police
during a drug raid, and was mad that he did not get a big payment (SPS, 13/9/05).
*The PC are all pretzeled up about when someone should or should not be "labeled" retarded.
Generally, they are against such "labeling"--but when someone who is not too smart has committed a
capital crime, they want the person "diagnosed" to be mentally retarded so as to escape the death
sentence (e.g., as in the 2005 Kenneth Richey case; AP in SPS, 29111/05).
And while it is true that mentally retarded people are at risk of being coerced into making
false confessions, and then ending up in great peril in prison (as Robert Perske has been teaching and
demonstrating), it is also true that mentally retarded people are capable of--and have been
committing--criminal offenses, especially when they get "dumped" and abandoned to their own
devices, rather than given the guidance and supervision they need in order not to get into trouble. A
very disturbing trend is the dramatic increase in sex offenses--some minor, but many not, and some
even violent--being committed by mentally retarded males. In many instances, these are less severely
impaired people. Like everyone else in our culture, they are incessantly exposed to sexual messages
and excitements, but lack both internal and external controls that would enable them to manage their
impulses and keep out of trouble. We warn that this could lead to calls to bring back some form of
institution for such people; after all, sexual predation by the feebleminded was one of the big
concerns of the social Darwinists during the eugenic scare era.
*Smart people who commit crimes have a new legal defense:
not guilty because of
Asperger's syndrome. This is said to be the smart people's version of autism, but it may soon get
"de constructed" as a real diagnosis. At any rate, lawyers are trumpeting it as the answer to "how can
a person that smart be so dumb as to commit this crime" iliewsweek, 1 Nov. 2004).
*We want to clarify our opinion about the insanity defense after someone has committed a
crime of social violence. It is our firm conviction that it is not insanity that causes a person to attack
or even kill another, but the person's more basic and long-term disposition toward good or evil, peace
or violence. One only has to consider the millions of people who are mentally retarded or mentally
disordered who are quite peaceful and would never hurt anyone, even during a psychotic state. It is
only people who harbor violence in their hearts (and who often have had a history of violence) who
might be triggered into acting it out during a psychosis. This kind of distinction is apparently never
taken into account in the insanity defense, because the simple truth of insanity suffices over and over
to acquit somebody, even though a searching examination of the person's life might reveal that
violence was there all along. Thus, it would be more logical to abandon the insanity criterion in the
determination of "guilty" or "not guilty," but to take it into account in disposition (i.e., sentencing).
The public needs protection as much from a person who is violent in a calculated fashion as from one
who is violent by impulse.
*There are a lot of "professional rioters" in Germany who go from one public event to another
to make trouble. One smart response by police is to sometimes have more police at a protest march
than there are marchers, which can make for rather dramatic pictures when one sees a small group of
protesters virtually enclosed by multiple rows of police.
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*Satanism and satanic crimes have been on the increase in a number of countries, including
Italy, particularly among rootless young people. Such crimes have increased so much that in one
Italian province, a Satanism hotline was installed (11/04 clipping from Susanne Hartfiel).
*With the apparent increase in sex offenses, we have seen the advent of courts devoted
entirely to sex offenses. This is part of a broader trend toward more specialty courts, such as those
devoted to crimes by people with mental disorders, and domestic violence courts (SPS, 31110/05).
*A Syracuse man was going around stores and surreptitiously holding his cell phone camera
down low to take pictures up women's skirts, accumulating hundreds of photographs of female
bottoms.
Investigators have been trying to identify the "victims," but said that identification
presented a challenge. So the images were being put on computers to enlarge them, in the hope that
this would help with identification. So far, the man has been lucky in that all the women pictured
seem to have been wearing underwear, or else there would have been "nudity," which could have
escalated the charges. An appeal by the police to "anyone who believes they may have been
photographed by this man" failed to bring much response (SPS, 1417/05).
A male masseur in the Syracuse area was deprived of his license because he had fondled some
of the private parts of his women customers. He said that he realized that "what I have done to these
girls was wrong but my thing is to give a good massage ... and sometimes I get caught up in the
moment." He also said that he always asked them if this was okay with them, and that none of them
had ever told him to stop (SPS, 15/9/05).
*Police interrogators routinely use all sorts of lies to get a suspect to make a confession, such
as down-playing the seriousness of the crime, suggesting that anybody in their situation would have
committed the crime, and that the court will be sensitive to the special circumstances of this special
case, and just plain interrogative harassment. If these tricks do not work, suspects may be told that
denial is futile because of the vast amount of evidence.
A surprisingly large proportion of people interrogated thusly end up confessing, either
because they have been worn out by the above techniques, or because they have actually become
convinced by the interrogators that they have committed the crime. Worst of all, sometimes entire
groups of accused people will falsely confess. However, judges are very skeptical about confessions
being false (Gudjonsson, 2003).
*According to economic experts, the US financial industry does not just have a few bad
apples, but is riddled with fraud (e.g., SPS, 11 Dec. 2003).
*Abuse of the elderly by their own families is reportedly very under-reported (e.g., CS, 11-17
Oct. 2001), in part because it is not as visible or dramatic as the physical abuse of children, or of
spouses, that often appears in the news. As much as 84% of such abuse is said to be overlooked,
even unreported; about half of it is committed by family members, the rest by people such as home
aides or unscrupulous businessmen and con artists.
*From the very first when fingerprints began to be used to identify people--primarily for
police and crime purposes (Scotland Yard began doing this in 1901)--it was claimed that no two
persons share the same fingerprint pattern. In 2004, the legal profession was shocked to be told that
there had been almost no research to confirm this claim, and that furthermore, fingerprints taken at
crime scenes are often not very clear, and end up being rather subjectively "interpreted" by real or
alleged fingerprint experts (Discover, 10/04). This is yet further evidence that some of the most
widespread and taken-for-granted service practices have no evidence to support them .
. ..And Its Punishment
In this section, we look at societal responses to crime.
Prisons

* As of 2003, almost 7 million people in the US were imprisoned, or on probation or parole,
which is 3.2% of the adult US population. State and federal prisons held 1.5 million inmates, and
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local jails almost 800,000. From 1995 to 2003, there has been a steady rise in imprisonment, an
average "growth rate" of almost 4% each year (US Bureau of Justice Statistics; source item from
Marc Tumeinski).
*People get mad when persons caught in crimes get let out on bail, and then commit more
crimes. In time, judges feel the pressure, and increase the bail, which however means that fewer
prisoners get bailed out, and that creates crowding in jails before the inmates' trials or dispositions.
In the Syracuse area, bails have doubled in just a few years, and so have the days that prisoners stay
in jail. On average, for every increase of $100 in bail, jail time has increased an average of one day.
In turn, this often means that jailers have to work overtime, adding greatly to local costs (e.g., SPS,
24110/05).
*Here is news we had never heard of: a New York State appeals court ruled that a prisoner in
a county jail cell had a "right to privacy" in his cell that would make it necessary for police to get a
search warrant to search his cell for evidence. On the basis of the evidence that the police had found
there, the man was convicted of having hired an assassin, who assassinated the wrong person and
almost killed two teenagers as well (SPS, 28/3/03). Giving murder suspects a right to jail cell privacy
is not going to sit well with the public whose faith in the criminal justice system is already weak.
*More and more mentally disordered people in the US are ending up incarcerated in prisons.
One television broadcast on the situation in the state of Ohio (which had recently implemented some
reforms to deal with the problem) reported the following.
In Ohio, 16% of the prison population is considered severely mentally disturbed.
(Nationwide, the figure is about 20%.)
Prison is the "one institution that can't say 'no'." Thus, while legislative changes in recent
decades have made it very difficult to put someone into a mental institution, it is fairly easy to get
someone put into prison once they have been convicted of a crime, and the prison system has to take
them.
Prison is a highly rule-governed environment, and prisoners are expected to obey all rules
virtually without exception. However, many mentally disordered people violate all sorts of rules, and
chronically so. Some (e.g., if they are paranoid) even think the rules are an attack upon them. Thus,
many disturbed prisoners enter into a vicious downward cycle where they break a prison rule, get
punished for it, this punishment leads them to break ever more rules, they get sent to a maximum
security unit, they eventually get put into solitary confinement (now called "segregation"), and have
time added onto their sentence as a punishment--but the craziness that makes them ignore or break
the rules is never resolved. One man entered prison for purse-snatching--and ended up spending 16
years there for various in-prison infractions, being released but violating his parole, being reimprisoned for parole violations, etc.
Prisons are not set up to be mental hospitals, nor to tend to the mental needs of prisoners; their
two main and most immediate functions are securing prisoners, and keeping the rest of society safe
from them. So there are very few options within a prison for "treatment" of the mentally disordered,
especially when they become frantic, tear off their clothes, flood their cells or otherwise try to destroy
the physical environment, and try to harm themselves.
Virtually the only kinds of "treatment" that disturbed prisoners get while in prison are drugs
(called "medication") prescribed for them by psychiatrists, and maybe "talk." Yet this is more than
they were getting when they were out on the streets before imprisonment. In order to engage such
prisoners in "group therapy," at least in Ohio, a set of small individual cages (one for each prisoner)
is set up in a semi-circle in a large room within the prison. One disturbed prisoner is placed in each
cage, with the counselor outside the cages in the middle of the semi-circle. The prisoners converse
with him and each other from within their cramped individual cages, all watched by a prison guard.
Despite all their other awful effects, the prescribed mind drugs do make many prisoners more
manageable for staff. However, once prisoners are released, they are no longer- forced to take the
drugs, but only do so voluntarily if at all. Many of them, of course, cease taking the drugs, but
because none of their other life conditions reduces their crazy thinking and behaving, they end up
back in prison, often in a very short time. The prison system now sends such prisoners out with a
two-week supply of their drugs--but it can take 3 months to be able to secure an appointment with a
psychiatrist on the outside, so even if the drugs are doing the person some good, they go off their
drugs and get into trouble.
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Out of desperation, Ohio established a mental hospital specifically for prisoners on the
grounds of a now defunct mental institution. Those prisoners who exhaust all the prison system's inhouse means of dealing with fractious prisoners get sent there. The pace of life is easier, there are
more (and more enjoyable) things to do during the day, the prisoners have a bit more freedom there-but once they are stabilized there, they get sent back to the prison, where they often end up in trouble
all over again. Some prisoners beg to remain in the prison mental hospital, but are not allowed to do
so. One psychiatrist said, "When you go to a hospital, you can't stay there once you get better, you
have to go home."
Some prisoners are very clear that the conditions of imprisonment exacerbate their mental
problems, and make them crazy, or at least crazier. Others believe they can only stay out of trouble
as long as they remain in prison, and once released, they will intentionally commit a crime so as to be
sent back to prison where, as one inmate put it, life is much simpler than on the outside.
One can conclude at least the following 4 things from the reportage.
1. Prisons cannot be expected to solve society's problems. If a society is such as to create
large numbers of people who break its laws, if it even "needs" to create large numbers of such people
so as to support a huge prison industry, if it is a society that drives many people to insanity, then
prisons cannot fix these conditions. All they can do is incarcerate the people society wants locked up
under prison conditions.
2. Nor can prisons solve the problems of the service system. For instance, with most mental
institutions now being closed down, and at the same time not having been replaced by sufficient
model-coherent other types of services for the mentally disordered people who would once have been
placed in mental institutions, the result is that many mentally disordered people are not receiving any
kind of supervision or support. If they receive services at all, these are not apt to be very good ones,
nor even addressed to such people, e.g., they may only receive a bed in a homeless shelter.
3. The options of a prison for dealing with the mentally disturbed are very few. Without
powerful mind drugs, it is unlikely they would be able to manage at all, and many more disturbed
prisoners would probably end up dead inside prison than do already.
4. Prisons such as maximum security settings that hold people who have committed violent
offenses, perhaps repeatedly so, and who show many anti-social qualities, need to separate such
people from each other (as in individual cells) and to exercise a great deal of control over them. If
they instead allow prisoners to congregate with each other, then they can end up with a virtual jungle
(more so than prison is under the best of circumstances), as the prisoners then control the prison and
its environment. Unfortunately, what many mentally disordered people need is positive socialization
with others, especially since so many of them are cut off from family, friends, or any positive social
contacts, and sometimes even cut off from reality. Being thusly separated from other people in
prison, or even being placed into solitary confinement for punishment, or socializing only with the
"bad company" who constitute the majority of prisoners--all these things are especially hard on
mentally disordered people.
Where this situation will end up is bound to be bad (PBS "Frontline: The New Asylum," 10
May 2005; reportage by S. Thomas).

* As further testimony to prisons having few means to deal with mentally disordered inmates,
a prison watchdog group found that such inmates are disproportionally placed in solitary
confinement, and held there for all but one hour of each day (SPS, 29 March 2004).
* As of 2003, there were 80,000 people in mental institutions
prisons, nearly 20% of the prison population (Time, 27110103).

in the US, but 370,000 in

"Prisons are also being rendered virtually nonfunctional by the large number of gang
members, and from different gangs, that they house, especially in some locales. Having tried all
other options, some prisons are resorting to segregation of prisoners by race (since so many gangs are
racial or ethnic ones), but have been taken to court for it (e.g., SPS, 3 Nov. 2004). Damned if you do,
damned if you don't.
*Not surprisingly, the rate of imprisonment of females is also climbing, as reported on in
earlier issues of TIPS--up 650% since 1980. Many of these females are single mothers. Their
children suffer greatly, and are themselves likely to end up committing crimes and in prison (Time, 6
Nov. 2000).
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*There is such a thing as a Native American prison system in the US (apparently mostly jails),
run by Indian tribes themselves, apparently under the distant supervision of the US Dept. of the
Interior. In 2004, there were 74 such prisons holding just over 2,000 prisoners. Many of the facilities
are in very bad shape, and what triggered this news item was a series of deaths in these facilities
(USA Today, 24/5/04).
*Sing Sing, a former New York State prison at Ossining, was once a notorious prison where
some of the most infamous people were held, and executed. The wealthy Westchester County in
which it is located wants to open the old prison as a museum for tourists, even as there continues to
be a working prison for almost 2,000 inmates on the same grounds (SPS, 4 Jan. 2005). It is estimated
the project could bring in $20 million annually.
*There is a concern that US prisons are becoming recruiting grounds for Islamic terrorists.
Islamic inmates aggressively attempt to recruit other inmates to Islam, and to terrorist plots, including
against Israeli targets within the US (AP in SPS, 1 Sept. 05).
*Reportedly, the idea of starting private-for-profit
party (Vanderbilt Magazine, Fall 2003).

prisons was spawned during a cocktail

*The largest provider of prisoner medical care in the US is a private firm, Prison Health
Service (PHS), which has 86 contracts in 28 states, caring for 237,000 inmates. However, in New
York State alone, it has been blamed for 23 inmate deaths, and in just the past 4 years, its doctors and
nurses have been subjected to disciplinary actions 15 times. Even though the head of the state's own
Commission on Corrections medical review board called PHS "reckless and unprincipled,"
nonetheless New York renewed its contract with PHS for another year. In other locales as well, PHS
has been documented to withhold drugs from inmates, to employ underqualified and uncertified
medical personnel, and insufficient staff (MHN, Spring 2005).
*The New York State prison system was found in 2003 to deprive prisoners of food, confine
them in cages, and to neglect the medical care of prisoners (SPS, 29 March 2004). Female prisoners
especially are subject to sexual abuse by guards (e.g., SPS, 19 April 2003).

* As noted in earlier issues of TIPS, fees from the collect phone calls made by inmates in jails
and prisons is a big source of income to these facilities. Inmates of state prisons are only permitted to
make collect calls, at a rate which is 227% higher than an ordinary person would pay using a longdistance phone service (SPS, 30/11/05). However, cell phones cannot accept collect calls, and with
so many people now using them--including lawyers--prisoners cannot get through to them. So
prisoners have been taking advantage of the privilege of free phone calls to certain prison advocacy
bodies, in effect using these bodies as a message service center, which has meant a dramatic loss of
income to local jails--and therefore an increase in cost to taxpayers. Prisoners have also abused these
free lines by conning the advocacy bodies into becoming relay stations for making long-distance calls
for which the jail must pay, and which can be very expensive.
At the same time, prisoners' families who accept collect calls from their imprisoned family
member can run up huge debts since the fees for these calls are very high. One wife of an inmate
incarcerated 150 miles away pays between $100-$350 each month in collect call fees (SPS,
30111105). But if families do not accept them, they may not get to have any phone contact with an
incarcerated relative.
*The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has been reported to be operating secret jails in
Eastern Europe, where it can interrogate suspects without the nosiness of the Red Cross, or having to
abide by any other rules or regulations (e.g., SPS, 4 & 7 Nov. 2005). If true, then no doubt there is
also a connection between these practices, and the torture and other outrages being practiced by the
US military in its prisons.
Issues of Prison Release or Probation
*So many people in the US have committed sex offenses, and have later been released from
prison or been put on probation, that communities no longer know where to put them when they
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come back as registered sex offenders. Of the 500,000 on the loose in the US now, 18% have not
kept to their release agreements, and have gone underground. In many states, they are not supposed
to live near schools, playgrounds, or day care centers, so that there are hardly any places left for them
to live at all (Time, 5 Sept. 05), and they end up living all within a few blocks of each other. In the
Middle Ages, they would all have been put to death, so they have much to be grateful for. Maybe the
day will come when entire segregated villages of sex offenders get established.
*Whenever there is an election, especially one anticipated to be close, the issue is raised of
restoring to convicted felons the right to vote, which they lose upon their conviction in all but two US
states. On the one hand, this is another instance in which the punishment for a past offense never
ends (much like sex offenders who, even once released from prison, are virtually banned from living
anywhere). On the other hand, even the most liberal groups are reluctant to argue that convicted
felons should have all rights restored, such as the right to own guns (multiple sources).
Capital Punishment
*China is acquiring scores--if not hundreds--of Japanese-made Toyota executionmobiles.
They look like small police paddy wagons with seats in the front for officials, and an execution
chamber in the back with seats for guards. A stretcher or gurney with the tied-down victim is put
inside it, then a button is pressed, a needle on a rail runs into the victim and releases a fatal injection.
Reportedly, death occurs within about two minutes. The method is also propagandized to be more
humane than a bullet in the back of the neck, and in other ways is less expensive. One motive for all
this is to reduce the public spectacles that executions in hundreds of Chinese jurisdictions have
tended to create, including with traffic jams. Also, this method reduces the increasing protests
against the death penalty. Some estimates are that there are as many as 10,000 executions per year,
but the country is very secretive about it. Every effort is made to coerce the victims to agree before
their deaths to have their bodies "harvested" (various source items from Susanne Hartfiel).
One thing we can say for this method is that driving an execution bus back and forth through
a high crime area might give criminals a little something to think about.
*An embarrassing fact about killing people by drop-hanging them is that death is said to be
instantaneous even though the heart may continue to beat for several minutes.
Other Issues of Punishment
*A lawyer for a gang leader in the Syracuse area who was convicted of all sorts of crimes,
including murder, argued in court that his client should be let off easy because after all, the reason he
got into big trouble was that every time he was arrested and convicted before, he was let off easy, and
that made him learn the wrong lesson (SPS, 19/1/05).
*What sort of punishment is this? After Scott Peterson murdered his wife Laci and their
unborn child, and was sitting in prison awaiting trial, an army of women sent him fan mail and were
prepared to marry him (Newsweek, 5/5/03). Let's face it: the one sure-fire way of getting thousands
of women to want to marry a man in the US is for the man to commit some hideous crime and to sit
m pnson.
*In 2003, a young woman in the Syracuse area accused a young man of having sexually
attacked her. He was acquitted at trial because of the severe lack of credibility of the accuser, an
admitted drug user. The interesting thing is that once she accused the young man, he was suspended
from college until the trial was over, while the dope-using accuser went happily ahead with her life
and studies. This is one example of accused people being treated as guilty, and suffering serious
damage to their lives, even when they are innocent, while the false accuser is the guilty one and goes
free.

Human nature being what it is, there will always be war somewhere, even if it does not
involve major powers, or is otherwise not big enough to make the news.
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*US General Curtis LeMay, who masterminded the fire-bombing of Tokyo in March 1945, in
which over 100,000 civilians were killed in one night, was asked after the war whether that attack had
been immoral. He replied that all war is immoral, and that if one cannot accept that, one does not
make a good soldier. He also admitted that had the Allies lost, then he would have been prosecuted
as a war criminal for the Tokyo attack (PBS, 7 Nov. 2005).
*Most people seem to have let themselves be seduced into acceptance of, and comfort with,
the existence of large stockpiles of nuclear weapons by several countries. The history of humanity
assures us that possessing weapons is a temptation to use them, and there is no reason to expect that
nuclear weapons would be the exception to this rule. The only question is when, and by what
party(ies )?
*First Things (8/05) carried an astonishing historical article showing how current Arab hatred
for Jews was born largely out of an alliance between the Nazis and some Arab-Muslim leaders
(especially the so-called Mufti of Jerusalem, the inspirer of Yassir Arafat) that started as early as
1934. This was all news to us.
*Cases of US veterans claiming post-traumatic stress are skyrocketing, up to 216,000 in 2004.
One almost gets the impression that merely having volunteered for the Armed Forces and spending
some time abroad qualifies one as a mental basket-case.
In just four years, the cost of this to
taxpayers has tripled (SPS, 14/8/05).
Slavery
At this time of year, we should always try to "remember them that are in bonds," which
includes not only prisoners and inmates of other institutions, but also slaves.
*Therc arc more than 100,000 slaves in the African country of Niger, but its government has
vehemently been denying it. The slaves are the descendants of enemies whom the winning tribes
conquered generations ago, killing most of the males and then enslaving the women and children.
Thus, many of these slaves have been slaves in hereditary fashion, and often in the same family for
the same family. Slave masters are mostly from the nomadic (e.g., Tuareg) and Arab tribes, and the
slaves are more likely to be Negroes. When a tribal chief tried to free his tribe's 7,000 slaves, the
government intervened to prevent it, because how can slaves be freed if there are none. In other
cases where somebody freed their slaves, the government suppressed the news thereof (Smithsonian,
9/05).
*According to some authorities, the US military has been deeply complicit in the slave trade
of young girls for sex. In order to keep its troops happy in certain overseas locations, the military
covertly promotes prostitution there. An example is a rest and recreation (R&R) center in Thailand
that is renowned for its access to young girls (Charles Colson, FT, 8/05).
*There is still a slave trade business within the US. Estimates range from 20,000 to 50,000
people being sold into slavery each year here, almost all of them being smuggled immigrants (SPS,
16 May 2005; NCR, 21-27/5/00). One estimate even puts the number of people currently trapped "in
slavelike conditions" in the US at one million iliewsweek, 18/12/00). Many females are sold into
sexual slavery, as in prostitution rings, others are work slaves at even the wealthiest of households, or
in the fields.
Many of the slave-owners and traffickers are themselves recent immigrants
(Newsweek, 18/12/00)--so much for the virtues of multi-cultural diversity!
Torture
Related to the prosecution of war, to slavery, and to imprisonment and punishment, is torture.
The reason is that all these situations put people who are already devalued (as enemies, objects,
menaces, etc.) into situations where they have few or no defenders, where there may not even be any
witnesses to what is done, and where others have much power over them.
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The use of torture is a logical derivative of an "outcome contingent" way of calculating
whether an act is moral or not: if it brings about a desired outcome, then the act is justified, even if
the act on its nature or merits alone would be judged as morally reprehensible.
*Terrorism is succeeding.
Not everything that gets called terrorism is terrorism as
traditionally understood.
Sometimes, things are called terrorism, or people are called terrorists,
merely in order to paint them with a bad brush.
The purpose of terrorism is to--guess what?--strike terror into people's hearts. The reasons
for wanting to terrorize people tend to fall into a few major categories, such as: to gain control over
them; or to make them unstable, and thereby destabilize a social system so that it will seek or accept a
new ideology or regime.
One instability that terrorism often creates is that it evokes counter-terrorism. For instance, in
many Latin American countries, leftists would start terror tactics, and then rightists would do the
same, or vice versa, leaving a lot of people so terrorized that they would join one side or the other so
as not to be doubly victimized.
We are now seeing terrorism have certain successes, in that many people truly are living in
fear, and are willing to give up valuable things, such as many freedoms (see the later section on
"Surveillance by Imperial Powers").
One freedom people have ceded in part is freedom of movement, most sharply exemplified by
the restrictions entailed in air travel. Another freedom being ceded is freedom from surveillance even
if one is not traveling by air, or even traveling at all.
Another freedom being eroded is freedom from torture. The Israelis were the first among the
civilized to cave in; and starting with the war in Afghanistan, so did the American government and
military. One could even argue that the American caving-in started even earlier in the US prison
system in response to the drug-fueled crime expansion of a few decades ago.
Now we have an additional such caving-in from fear, in the form of prominent people coming
out publicly in favor of torturing terrorists in order to prevent terrorism. One of the first was Harvard
civil rights law professor Alan Dershowitz. He argued that since torture is de facto practiced anyway,
it is better to have it done under court supervision. Others have joined him, in a 2004 Oxford
University book entitled Torture. Next came Michael Ignatieff who published a 2004 book, The
Lesser Evil (reviewed in First Things, 3/05). Ignatieff has become very prominent in recent years as
a philosopher of society. One of his recent works was The Rights Revolution (2000), based on the
influential Massey lectures of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
The US has also joined hands with torture by handing certain prisoners over to other
governments to be tortured by them. The US then often gets back the prisoner plus the information
extracted from the prisoner.
US torturers of suspected Islamic terrorists or Iraqi "insurgents" refer to torture as "the
program" or "enhanced interrogation" ~ewsweek, 21111/05). Handing a prisoner over to a foreign
country in order to be tortured there by "them" is called "rendition."
Unfortunately, 44% of the American public believes that torture is "often" or "sometimes"
justified, and as many as 58% favor torture to stop a terrorist attack, even though 73% are aware how
all this has tainted America's image abroad ~ewsweek, 21111/05).
In 8/02, a US Assistant Attorney General issued a written policy statement to Alberto
Gonzales (who since became US Attorney General) telling him that it was permissible to inflict
"cruel, inhuman or degrading" treatment on prisoners without it amounting to torture. In order to
qualify as torture, an action had to result in serious injury, organ failure, loss of bodily function, or
death (Time, 1711/05). What this amounts to is a legitimization of torture, and certainly of cruel and
unusual punishment.
*There was no justice after the My Lai massacre of hundreds of civilians by the US military
during the Vietnamese war. Only two officers were tried, and one received a token sentence. Now in
the scandal of torture of Islamic prisoners in Afghanistan, Iraq, Guantanamo and apparently
elsewhere, only a very small number of enlisted personnel were tried or disciplined, and hardly any
officers.
We have never seen it in print, but we believe that the propensity of the US military in all of
its wars to commit atrocities has to be understood as a continuation of its warfare culture against the
Indians in the 19th century, where atrocities were not just commonplace but official policy.
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*Huggins, M. K., Haritos-Fatouros, M., & Zimbardo, P. G. (2002). Violence workers: Police
torturers and murderers reconstruct Brazilian atrocities. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press.
This book has stirred up quite a bit of attention. We learn from it that there is a great deal that is
known about the victims of torture, but very little on torturers themselves. The book applies the term
"violence workers" to people such as torturers, executioners, and members of death squads, and
sometimes refers to their "work" as "atrocity work," and to them as "atrocity workers." (This seems
to be modeled on the recent construct of "sex workers.")
One interesting finding was that torturers experience much more job-related stress than death
squad killers, and that "violence workers" who maintain good relationships with fellow workers,
families and friends were less likely to experience "job-related burn-out."
We also learn that it is not uncommon for torturers to eventually become torture victims, and
for them to flee to other countries and apply for refugee status there because their past had caught up
with them.
Surveillance by Imperial Powers
In earlier issues of TIPS, we have noted the danger that the US, and possibly other countries
as well, may become a police state. Great momentum is being given to this shift by both
developments in technology, and concern to avert terrorist attacks. As the old expression goes,
"stupid calves go out and fetch their own butchers" --and modernistic people who uncritically
embrace every technological development, and hope in physical force to protect them, are setting
themselves up for their own oppression in the near future.
*It is pitiful what passes for moral analysis these days. About many issues, what it amounts
to is a listing of the real or purported or predicted benefits the development brings, especially to
oneself or those close to one, followed with "and therefore X is a good thing." Interestingly and
revealingly, people tend to do this more with any kind of technology (e.g., computers and cell
phones) than with just about anything else. For instance, after the underground subway bombings in
London in mid-2005, the ever-present security cameras that are literally everywhere in England
helped to identify the perpetrators--"and therefore having surveillance cameras is a good thing,"
concluded most people. Britain has become the most surveilled society in the world; it is estimated
that the average Briton is seen by 300 such cameras each day! Some US cities are now installing
similar cameras and other detection devices particularly in order to combat urban violence (multiple
2005 sources).
*In 10/05, New Orleans began to install the first of 1000 cameras for surveilling city streets.
The cameras are bulletproof and can monitor an 8-block area. Not aware of the larger and ominous
implications of having an omni-surveilled society, some neighborhood and community groups have
even put up their own money of $5000 apiece to have a camera installed (AP in SPS, 9 March 2005).
*Most people have no idea how much information on them has already been compiled and is
available to many parties. And the more a person participates in technologized communication and
interaction in society (e.g., having and using credit cards; using cell phones; being hooked up to the
Internet), the more this is the case. Soon, it may end up that the only people who escape surveillance
and tracking by the empire are those who have no bank or credit accounts, use land-line pay
telephones--if any are left--, do not drive, and eschew the world of the computer--in other words, the
most marginalized people of society, such as the homeless!
*As a result of post-9III legislation, US federal agents can now search people's homes and
offices without their knowledge, and force their banks, physicians and libraries to turn over to them
their records on a person.
*Newsweek (7 June 2004) noted that information from so many different sources can now be
combined by computer systems as to yield the most astonishing kinds of knowledge about virtually
anything and anybody. Newsweek called it "gee-voyeurism."
*People who cross the US-Canadian border relatively frequently can now sign up (for a fee of
$50 for a 5-year period) to be entered into a database that allows one to use dedicated driving lanes at
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various border crossings and avoid most of the usual customs and immigration questioning, provided
that one falls into a low-risk profile category. Similar plans are being investigated for frequent air
travelers (multiple sources). Being tediously screened at airports or road crossings can make it very
tempting to join such a system. However, the price of this convenience is falling into a computerbased surveillance net. One will be entered into a database that requires fingerprints and possibly
other bio-IDs, and subjects one to an extensive security check, and that could haunt one for the
future.
*In 2004, we learned to our amazement that an Easter Seal service organization (for
handicapped people) had a "homeland security officer." What next? A homeland security office at
the local mom-and-pop neighborhood newsstand?
*At one human service for handicapped people, an applicant for an ordinary service worker
job there was told that if he accepted the job offer, he would be fingerprinted and a security check run
on him-sand he would have to pay the $75 fee for it.
*Soon, it may be virtually impossible to physically hide from the authorities, as everything
from satellite technology to automobile equipment to personal equipment (such as cell phones) to
possibly even computer chips embedded in flesh.will reveal where one is and when. Already this can
be done.
*After Hurricane Katrina devastated southern Louisiana, many people started to say that all
pets should have an identifying microchip implanted into them, because it was such chipped pets who
were most likely to be returned to their owners. The arguments for doing this to humans (including
children) are that all their medical records would be easily accessible to computerized medical and
hospital systems, especially if a person arrives unable to give such information verbally; and that
secure access to restricted areas can also thereby be guaranteed. For instance, almost 200 people in
the Mexico attorney general's office have been implanted with microchips that allow them to get into
headquarters (Telegram & Gazette, 15/7/04; source item from Marc Tumeinski). "And therefore
embedded micro-chips are a good thing."
*The Chinese appear to be the biggest at actually conducting spying surveillance outside their
borders, in good part because there are so many Chinese abroad--e.g., 150,000 just as students in the
US--and because so many ordinary civilians get enlisted to do this (Time, 2112/05).
How fear of the authorities can induce people to function as spies was illustrated by the fact
that 15% of Catholic priests in Poland ended up functioning as informers to the Communist secret
police before 1990, largely out of fear (4/05 clipping from Susanne Hartfiel).
However, the US may soon be catching up because the Dept. of Homeland Security has been
recruiting thousands of truck- and bus-drivers, and workers at roadside rest stops, to spy for potential
terrorists, though in this case, on domestic highways rather than abroad (Time, 5 July 2004).
*Security people these days are being taught that one of the 24 signs of suspicious behavior,
and that somebody might be a terrorist, is "wearing clothes incompatible with the season."
Unfortunately, this is what a great many lowly and handicapped people do, which certainly raises
their profile in our surveillance culture.
*The technology for detecting radioactivity (as a clue to whether someone has been involved
in bomb-making) is so sophisticated that it can detect, from a distance, whether someone has had a
medical test that uses minute amounts of radioactivity (e.g., a barium test, some heart tests), even
days previously.
*Few people seem to realize that there are close connections between so-called "identity
theft" and surveillance. On the one hand, it is surveillance practices that give thieves access to
people's identities; and on the other hand, certain kinds of surveillance are being instituted in
response to the identity theft epidemic.
There are now entire firms doing nothing but helping people who have had "their identity
stolen."
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Of course, a big contributor to "identity theft" is that people do so much of their business via
computer technology (e.g., with swipe cards, credit cards, e-mail accounts, etc.). This is yet one
more argument for practicing subsidiarity, which means to do things on the lowest level of
complexity, technology, and formality possible--which in this instance would mean paying by cash
rather than credit card (which, by the way, has also been shown to help people rein in their spending).
People need to be reminded that:
a. their "identity" does not consist of their Social Security number and credit cards;
b. they can avoid being victimized by reverting to a cash or barter system of buying and
selling--which entails a cost of convenience, but is also apt to reduce one's spending, reduce some of
the complexity of life, reduce one's participation in usurious and shady financial institutions, and
otherwise help to keep one more grounded.
The original story of Peter Schlemiehl was that of a man who sold his shadow to the devil in
return for a never-empty purse of gold, but soon discovered that he could never go out in daylight (or
moonlight) lest people noticed that he cast no shadow, and went after him. Both surveillance and
"identity theft" are a bit like having one's shadow stolen.
Societal & Other Collapses
As societies ever more embrace false and destructive values, and become ever more complex,
formalized, and technologized, collapses of various kinds cannot be far behind. After all, at a certain
point, the coping capacities and the functionality of societal institutions (and human individuals) get
overwhelmed by complexity, formalization, and technologization, not to mention that if people live
by false beliefs and ideals, they will not be equipped to deal with reality and all the many problems
and challenges it presents. In this section, we will document some evidence of various forms of
collapse. However, readers should keep in mind that even when the evidence of an impending or
current collapse is sky high, people can still manage to ignore or deny it--as certain items in this
section will also show.
*Benson, R. H. (1907). Lord of the world. Long Prairie, MN: The Newman Press (ca. 1990
reprint). This is one of those future fiction books about the end of the world, which it proposed
would take place sometime early in the 21 st century. It envisioned a world where a single person--a
mysterious man named Julian Felsenburgh whose origins and early life are unknown--rules the entire
world. He is welcomed and acclaimed as universal ruler because he prevents war and in fact
establishes peace--but at the cost of persecution of Catholics after all the other Christian
denominations have already given up their faith.
The reigning religion is something called
Humanitarianism, which is a combination of materialism and psychology, and which proposes that
humanity is divine.
"Friendliness took the place of charity, contentment the place of hope,
knowledge the place of faith" (p. 123). Felsenburgh is declared divine, the Son of Man, and the
Incarnation of this new religion. Transportation is by "volors," a sort of airplane with wings that
actually flap. Euthanasia is rampant; in fact, when there is an airplane accident, emergency rescue
personnel rush to the scene to administer euthanasia rather than first aid. Amazingly, the author
envisaged the passage in 1998 of a law, called the Release Act (p. 291), that established euthanasia
houses, guaranteeing to those weary of life the right of relinquishing it (p. 275)!
Rome is the only locale left to the Catholics: the Pope made a deal to trade off many churches
and much property in return for holding on to Rome. Because its inhabitants attend to spiritual rather
than material things, it ends up being a chaotic and dirty place, with few modem conveniences, and is
very crowded with Catholic immigrants from all over the world.
It seems that distopias tend to come closer to reality than utopias.
*Two 2004 books dealt with societal and even world collapses. They are Collapse: How
Societies Choose to Failor Succeed, which looks at past collapses and tries to extract lessons from
them, and Catastrophe: Risk and Response, which sketches future disaster scenarios. However, the
former seems to give overdue weight to population crowding, or at least populations exceeding their
ecological support base. At any rate, TIPS is absolutely good news compared to these gloomy books.
*According to some historians, when the Roman Empire started collapsing around 400 AD,
the Western world came very close to losing its entire classical heritage: poetry, history, oratory,
science, mathematics, philosophy, commentary, etc. A lot did get lost, but what was just barely
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salvaged was saved by a very small number of monks in a small number of monasteries, and many of
these monasteries and monks were Irish. What was lost to most people outside of the monastery
schools for several centuries was a discipline of objective abstract thinking and systematic use of
logic. Even highly intelligent people of that dark age were more influenced by verbal images than by
abstract verbal discourse. Also, extremely few people learned how to write. Virtually the only public
office that survived in Europe was that of the bishop. By a hair, there would have been nothing left
for the live non-white females of our day to deconstruct.
What this again underlines is that Westerners take for granted their current mode of thinking,
the valuing of objectivity and factuality, the use of logic and of abstract thinking, etc. People of
much of the non-Western world do not perceive or think that way, and much of the difference is not
something to be celebrated, but to be regretted.
*In the 6/03 issue of TIPS, we reviewed the book Bowling Alone by Putnam. This book has
exercised a great many people from both the left and the right, and particularly those who do not want
to admit that we are in the midst of a societal collapse.
*A Newsweek columnist claimed that the last 10 years were the most corrupt decade in the
history of the US House of Representatives iliewsweek, 10110/05).
*Here is a good example of what we mean by break-down of comity. Three 12-year old girls
accused a homeless hitchhiker of molesting them. He spent eight months in jail before it came out
that they had completely invented the episode, apparently as a lark. This also reminds us of the
hysteric girls at Salem, Massachusetts, in the late 1600s who accused people of being witches, and
had no compunctions about seeing them hanged (SPS, 11 Feb. 04). A man being accused of sex
abuse by a woman these days puts him automatically half-way to a conviction, as if accused of
witchcraft in Salem then.
*Syracuse has a problem that is probably not unique. Once a bar in Syracuse becomes known
to cater primarily to the African-American population, it starts getting mobbed by huge crowds that
very quickly become unruly. There are constant fights within the bars (some with weapons), and
then the fights often move outdoors and sometimes eventuate in killings. At closing time, the
clientele refuses to leave, and then there can be congregations of several hundred unruly patrons
lingering outside a bar into the wee hours. This problem has led to one such bar after another
opening and then being closed down temporarily or permanently because the police could no longer
handle the situations, particularly on holidays when they are already over-taxed (SPS, 4 Jan. 04).
*A new phenomenon in Syracuse, and probably elsewhere as well, and which we have not
encountered anyone commenting on, is that now, entire caravans of cars of ghetto hoods will pass
each other somewhere on the street and shoot it out. In other words, a series of cars following each
other in one direction, and a series of other cars going the opposite direction, will shoot it out, and
often then disappear without being discovered, and as usual, nobody claiming to have witnessed
anything. Sometimes, a series of cars all traveling in the same direction may also exchange gunshots.
*People are trying to explain why sports events in Europe are becoming ever more violent.
One sports author thought it was a symptom of a "bored, empty, decadent generation, so deadened
that it uses violence to wake itself up" (Time, 6 Dec. 04).
*With civility collapsing in Britain, the government has invented a new countermeasure
called an "anti-social behavior order," which is an order approved by a court that a designated person
must cease engaging in certain behaviors that mayor may not be criminal, but that are certainly antisocial. In essence, these orders are the equivalent to injunctions or restraining orders in the US. For
instance, a person who constantly has loud parties that disturb all the neighbors may be ordered not to
entertain more than two guests after 10:00 pm; or two teenage gang members may be ordered to stay
out of a certain neighborhood. Civil libertarians are up in arms, but as usual have no answers to the
problem (5/05 source clipping from Bill Forman).
*The end is near! Yet one other sign that British culture has collapsed is that the British
Royal Pigeon Racing Association had to institute doping tests on pigeons iliewsweek, 20/9/04).
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*There are people (including children) who play cop-killing video games around the clock for
months. Billions of dollars have been spent buying the games (CBS, "60 Minutes," 6 March 2004).
*US General Tommy Franks himself said that if the US were hit by a weapon of mass
destruction that caused many casualties, some kind of military government is likely to replace the
Constitution iliewsweek, 1 Dec. 2003). We have been warning TIPS readers for almost a decade
now that the US may end up with a military dictatorship.
*In Spring 1932, a Jewish leader of the German Center for Combating Anti-Semitism in
Berlin said in a speech that he foresaw no immediate danger for Jews in Germany, and that a Nazi
dictatorship was unlikely. (Mannheim archives, 2005, p. 49). This was less than a year before Hitler
came to power. Few people have the gift of foreseeing disasters, and these few are never popular.
*The new European constitution is just short of 500 pages long.
on certain economic practices and "human rights," but says nothing
should believe on the highest, or deepest, level. The framers of the
success required what they called a "religious people" (e.g., SPS, 1 June

It requires members to agree
about what member nations
US Constitution said that its
2005).

*Economist Robert Samuelson said that the entire American nation is living in a fantasy
world when it comes to issues of energy, and that some of the insanities that happened during the
energy deregulation crisis in California are just one example of it iliewsweek, 29/1101). He added, in
16/5/05, that there is no shame anymore about overspending or undertaxing.
*The only way that the US has been able to live beyond its means and consume more than it
produces is because scared people all over the world have been buying US stocks, bonds, companies,
real estate, and even cash. It should be self-evident that this cannot go on forever, and that the hour
of reckoning will arrive and will be extremely painful, not only for Americans but also for the foreign
buyers who will see some of their investments go sour.
*Between 1990-2004, the average credit card debt per US household with at least one credit
card tripled to $9,300. At the same time, consumer bankruptcies skyrocketed to 1.5 million.
*US spending on health care through 1970-2002 rose from 7% to 15% of the gross domestic
product (Monitor, 2/05). While gross dollar expenditures could certainly increase as long as the
economy expands, the economy cannot increase the percentage indefinitely.
While medical care for the poor, handicapped, and elderly is often one of the first things to be
cut whenever people, or a level of government, feel an economic pinch, it is also true that the costs of
medical care must be contained, or else there will be a collapse of the ability to pay for it--and this no
matter how much a locale (including an entire nation) prides itself on being a social welfare state.
We have written earlier and elsewhere about the many things contributing to the costs of medical care
getting out of control, including a rights mentality uncoupled from obligations and responsibility, and
a worship of technology.
Eventually, it will all come crashing down, perhaps prompted by a
pandemic of sorts, and again, it will be the lowly who will suffer most under such a collapse.
*We are now at the point where close examination of every head of cattle for potential
transmission of disease to humans is adding up to 20 cents to the cost of a pound of beef ili ewsweek,
12 Jan. 2004).
*US tax laws and forms are now so complex that it costs citizens about $100 billion a year in
time alone to complete their returns iliewsweek, 17/5/04).
One of several reasons why the Soviet Union collapsed was that it made its citizens stand in
line for everything all the time. Practically every household member had to spend hours every day
standing in line for something, often futilely so. Obviously, this dramatically depresses the
productivity of a society because all this time and effort was wasted. We now do the same thing by
the amount of paperwork required. This is one of several ways in which a society can be destroyed,
even if it is affluent.
*One of the contributors to collapse is the increased demand for security and surveillance, as
documented elsewhere in this TIPS issue. Efforts at security add layers of technology, formality, and
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complexity, especially as they become more and more sophisticated, as they are these days. The
security systems themselves can collapse--as has been shown with computers that cannot seem to
stay more than a half-step ahead of attacks (often by young clever kids), and even with air travel
security. For instance, in Russia corruption is so widespread that no airport security in Russia is
trustworthy (e.g., SPS, 16/9/04).
*Uganda was once called the "paradise of Equatorial Africa," mild of climate, and abounding
in fruits and coffee; and its natives were called "the French of Africa" because of their vivacity and
good taste (Hale, Stories of Discovery). After the colonial overlords left, Idi Amin managed very
quickly to turn it into a hell from which it never recovered.
Other countries that appear to have collapsed into virtual ungovernability are Liberia, Haiti,
the Ivory Coast, and Zimbabwe, and as always, it is the already poor, marginal, and devalued that
suffer the most.
Social Advocacy News & Commentary
Advocacy for Others
*Apparently, human rights abuses aren't what they used to be. A study entitled Human
Rights Advocacy in the Mainline Protestant Churches found that these churches issued 197
statements protesting human rights abuses. Of these, 37% were directed at Israel, 32% at the US, but
there were no criticisms of China, Libya, Syria, North Korea, or any country bordering Israel (FT,
2/05).
*A man told us a few years ago that he had not cried in 40 years, but then became involved as
a citizen advocate, and for 18 months cried very frequently, and was very happy that this happened.
It sounds to us like involvement in Citizen Advocacy brought about a melting of a heart.
*Often, advocacy slips into protection or service provision, when the advocates either despair
of getting other parties to provide what is needed, or when the advocates decide they can do it better
themselves. In one instance, an entire town (Wheaton, Illinois) joined together to build a house for
one of its citizens, the son of Mexican immigrant parents. This 24-year old young veteran was
paralyzed from the neck down in an accident in Iraq. Volunteers among the citizenry organized a
fund-raising campaign to pay for, and build, a $400,000 fully handicapped-accessible house for him,
as well as a van and free medical care during his long rehabilitation iliewsweek, 4 July 2005). To the
residents of his hometown, he filled several valued roles--fellow citizen ("hometown kid"), "war
hero" --and they did it all without government money. The advocacy element was present in trying to
get the project going, and in recruiting money and help.
*Mouse advocacy. Four mistakes not to make if you are a mouse: move into a house with a
cat, make noises that give evidence of your presence, let yourself be seen, or leave droppings in
visible places.
Issues of Self-Advocacy & Self-Determination
Advocacy by the more powerful and advantaged on behalf of the less fortunate and
disadvantaged is never popular. After all, such advocates are harder to ignore and dismiss, and they
have more connections, other resources, and can do more to try to get what they want. Thus, service
and other empires would much prefer only "self-advocacy" by lowly people. Unfortunately, other
people have fallen for this, and in the contemporary climate of selfish individualism, self-advocacy
has become all the rage, and excuses all other parties from their obligations to the lowly and
defenseless.
*Rodham, H. (1974). Children under the law. Harvard Educational Review, 43, 487-514.
(Reprinted in The Rights of Children, Harvard Educational Review Reprint Series No.9, 1-28).
Already in the early 1970s, Hilary Rodham (before she married Bill Clinton, later US president)
argued that "the legal status of infancy or minority should be abolished and the presumption of
incompetence reversed," affecting things such as sex, schooling, abortion, and presumedly age of
legal marriage. As a precedent for this, she invoked the abolition of slavery! The motive behind this
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proposal may have been the ideology of radical individualism, hence of radical self-autonomy, and a
delegitimization of parental authority so as to let female children seek abortions at will. Of course,
this was concordant with her prominent later explicit position that female children should be able to
have abortions without the knowledge or consent of their parents. Only a few fanatical liberals would
want children to be given total autonomy and self-determination, and yet many people these days
want to give such to mentally retarded people who have less mentality than a 5-year old child, or
even a 2-year old child.
*In the Syracuse area, an I8-year old woman whom the newspaper interpreted as having "a
developmental disorder similar to autism" met a 31-yearold man while on a walk, got into a
conversation with him, and freely accompanied him to the basement of a nearby apartment building-where he raped and sodomized her. According to the news, she was "unable to read social cues to
recognize when she might be in a dangerous situation" (SPS, 12 Oct. 05, p. B3). A problem is that a
lot of people who are not very smart are not good at reading social cues and recognizing when they
are in danger. In fact, a great many do not even have enough sense to not walk in roadways, to put on
sufficient clothing in wet and/or cold weather, etc., and yet this crazy world is full of fanatics who
want to give such people total self-determination.
*In 2005, a retarded man in the Syracuse area left his family's home to go on one of his
accustomed trips to a nearby Burger King, but this time he became lost, and when he did not return in
a reasonable period, his family notified the police. He was found 12 hours later in the middle of the
night wandering about in a state of disorientation (SPS, 5 Aug. 2005). This is the kind of person the
PC nuts want to give self-determination to.
*A retarded person ended up on a disorderly conduct charge in a local jail, and explained it all
to the caseworkers in terms of, "I'm here because I was sticking up for my rights." It sounds like
another case of assertiveness and self-advocacy training run amok.
*Here is a real paradox: a mentally disabled 24-yearold woman voluntarily lived with a 53year old man in a sexual relationship. When she got mad at him and moved out, the situation became
public, and he was charged with a sex crime (SPS, 14/12/05). What can be illegal these days about
an adult "self-determining" man and woman having consensual sex?
*Bonham, G. S., Basehart, S., Schalock, R. L., Marchand, C. B., Kirchner, N., & Rumenap, J.
M. (2004). Consumer-based quality of life assessment: The Maryland Ask Me! Project. Mental
Retardation, 42, 338-355. This article tried to relate the quality of life construct to a number of other
constructs and variables such as self-determination; rights; social inclusion; material, physical and
emotional well-being; etc. A huge sample of 923 retarded people were interviewed. A supreme
irony about this kind of research was that many people in the sample were unable to answer interview
questions, which were then answered by proxies, and yet all of this allegedly in the name of "selfdetermination." Sometimes, the proxy was a human service worker, and one of them alone acted as
the proxy for 86 people, apparently all clients of that one worker. Furthermore, the interviewers
themselves were mentally retarded, and a fifth of them could not even read! This sort of thing
certainly shakes one's confidence in quality of life, self-determination research, and indeed, academic
research by human service intellectuals.
*To our shock, we ran across an article in the Journal of Religion, Disability and Health (No.
2, 2005) that equated the recent modernistic construct of self-determination with the ancient Western
and Christian construct of free will.
*One big problem with the self-determination ideology is that it pushes people toward a
mentality of entitlement to paid services, which leaves vulnerable people high-and-dry in situations
where freely given unpaid services are crucially important and/or the only ones they are going to get
if they will get anything.
*It has become apparent that one of the unexpected, and very bad, outcomes of the rise in
activism, in "speaking for ourselves," and in so-called self-advocacy by impaired people, is that some
such people get ensconced in very problematic roles thereby, and even that a lot of lying is going on.
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When handicapped people tell their life story (which is often a tale of many woes), the attention and
sympathy they get is very reinforcing, and so some begin to enlarge their story, embroider some
details, interpret some of the wrongs done to them as worse than they were, and provide little
understanding of, or sympathy for, those (including family) who did things that they experienced as
painful. Some such people are weak to begin with, they may have poor memories, they may be very
susceptible to suggestion by others, they may see other impaired people getting reinforced for telling
such sad personal stories, they probably have few (other) valued roles, and all these things together
can lead such a person to latch onto the role of "reciter of my own pathetic story of rejection,
abandonment, and wounding." This alone would be very problematic, as such people may then want
to do virtually nothing else except continue to tell their story (and get reinforced for it), and can even
turn this into a career, as some "disability activists" have done. But it is even more problematic when
this involves the telling of untruths that hurt other people (such as their family members), who have
no way to defend themselves and their reputation.
As we keep teaching, the role of "professional handicapped person" and "career selfadvocate" is not a good one for devalued people, and their friends and advocates should do what they
can to keep such persons from entering into such a role, and instead help them occupy other roles
instead that are more valued and less troubling.
*One of the other problematic things about the culture of self-determination
and
empowerment of handicapped people is that such people and their advocates often demand--and may
even get--many things that are not afforded to non-handicapped people, and that non-handicapped
people are just expected to suffer through as part of life. For instance, non-handicapped people may
have to put up with a job they do not like because they have to pay their bills and support their
family, they may have to live in a house or apartment they do not like because they cannot afford a
better one, they may have to put up with people such as fellow workers or even family members they
would rather not be around, etc. For them, these things and others are considered some of the
normative hardships of life that everyone just has to learn to bear. But those handicapped people who
pursue self-determination, and who are aided in this by their advocates, have sometimes demanded to
quit a job they are unhappy with, and to have only the one kind of job they have always dreamed of,
or to quit working altogether; or they have evicted their roommates, and demanded a certain kind of
living situation that is the only one they would not make a scene over (e.g., see Lampman, 2005,
article in TASH Connections, March! April 2005). When their servers and advocates go along with
all this, and do not instead teach the handicapped people some of the hard facts of life (especially
when someone else--namely the public--is paying for all of this), they do both the handicapped and
non-handicapped people an injustice, and are not contributing to a more just society but to one that is
unjust--though in this instance, to a different group of people than before.
Entitlement Mentalities, & What They Lead To
*At least 50% of all workers in the US are protected from being easily fired by membership in
some kind of a protected class that cannot be discriminated against. Lawyers now even say that an
employer should involve a lawyer in any firing (SPS, 10 Dec. 2003). The next lawyer will say,
"Take every case to the Supreme Court!"
*While more and more adults in our culture think they have a right to engage in artificial
baby-making, the children thusly created, as they become older, are increasingly voicing identity
problems and describe themselves as "genetic orphans" because of their ignorance of their parents'
identity.
We might add that all of this will also be wreaking havoc with genealogy, with more and
more people who will not be able to trace their heritage back any further than to the parents who had
them artificially made.
In response, some people have begun to invent a new right "to know where one comes from."
This has already made inroads on overturning laws that once gave anonymity to mothers who gave
up their babies for adoption.
*Here seems to be one of the ultimates of entitlement: women take jobs with producers of
sexually licentious TV series, then complain and file charges that they are being subjected to raunchy
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conversations at work. Producers counter that in order to produce titillating plots, staff need
banter around over sexual matters, and behave sexually (Calgary Herald, 14111/04).

to

*There are some new warning labels on commercial products. On an iron: "Do Not Iron
With Clothes On Body." On a fold-up child's stroller: "Remove Child Before Folding" iliewsweek,
22111/04).
*In a single year, the insurance premiums for the annual New York State Fair jumped 183%,
forcing the fair to raise its ticket price by a whopping 20% in 2003. Insurance premiums get raised in
good part in response to an increase in people suing.
*Columnist George F. Will observed that lawyers could make a good case that all of life
violates the equal protection clause of the US Constitution, because there are an infinity of
inequalities in life iliewsweek, 25110104).
*While we hear a lot about barrier-free design, what we now need a lot more of (before we
freeze into formalization gridlock) are barrister-free designs.
Miscellaneous Advocacy-Related

Issues

*To at least some of us, certain kinds of political correctness are amusing: a "black" teacher
in the Syracuse schools said he was discriminated against by his "black" superiors because he was
not as dark-skinned as they. Even though he could find no lawyer to take his case, a federal judge
allowed the case to go forward (SPS, 9 July 05).
*As any rational person would have known beforehand, the "choice" idolatry has shot itself in
the foot. From more and more quarters, one now hears that a burgeoning number of "choices" is
paralyzing people. For instance, stores have found that when they increase the varieties of certain
products beyond a certain threshold, shoppers will actually buy less of any of them. Also,
satisfaction with the "choice" one makes about anything often goes down when the number of
available "choices" had been high. Presumedly, one discovers that a different "choice" might have
been a tad better, but that one would not have had easy access to such relevant information previously
(AARP Bulletin, 4/05; Books & Culture, 7&8/05).
*At the Starbucks coffee shop chain, one can order coffee in 19,000 different ways and
combinations (Time, 15/3/04). This is yet another symbolization of the modernistic "choice" craze.
*Many hospitals these days have something called a "patient representative" or "patient
ombudsman." This makes it sound as if they were meant to be devoted primarily to the interests of
patients, but the fact is that their primary role is to protect the hospital against legal grievances. This
is an example of a so-called "in-house advocacy" that is not really advocacy because it is not
independent, and does not put the alleged advocatee first, but the party that pays the piper.
*In the US government, there are now 57 inspector generals. These are supposed to be
relatively independent investigative arms of different governmental departments, and prevent or
uncover all sorts of malfeasance.
However, the fact is that too often, the head appointees have
profound conflicts of interest or too many political debts to pay (Time, 3 Oct. 2005).
*Just like in the bad old days of the mental and mental retardation institutions, nursing homes
today are persecuting family members and other advocates of their residents who complain about the
quality of care, or file grievances. They are being banned from visiting, and blacklisted by other
facilities if they try to move the impaired person elsewhere (e.g., AARP Bulletin, 11/04).
*It seems that when lawyers deal with elderly people these days, they do mostly three things:
write wills, write living wills, and set up health proxies (Time, 30110100).
*Here is a funny understatement
renowned for their kindness."

from Time (30110100): "Lawyers, as a profession, are not
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News of the Seasons
We have decided to call this section "news of the seasons" rather than "season," since we
include items about not only the end and beginning of the calendar year.
Also, we have decided that henceforth, we will make a clear distinction between the season
that the vast majority of people in our society celebrate towards the end of the year--namely, the
shopping and gifting season--and the times of Advent, Christmas, and Yuletide that an ever smaller
minority (ourselves included) attempts to celebrate.
*Traditionally, Columbus Day and the Columbus Day parade (in October) in the US have
tended to be primarily Italian feasts. In Syracuse, on Columbus Day 2005, Miss Columbus Day
Parade was a girl from Vietnam, and there was a strong Vietnamese contingent in the parade, but
many Italian-Americans were displeased.
*One phenomenon that has developed in recent years in Syracuse (and therefore most likely
elsewhere as well) has been that on Halloween night, people from the racial ghettos drive their
children by the vanload to what they consider to be rich folks neighborhoods, and turn them loose
there to collect goodies. Sometimes, the streets in these neighborhoods are crowded with vehicles,
including a great many very large ones, disgorging hundreds of children who do not live in the
neighborhood, including some that are badly behaved. For instance, some become very mouthy
when they do not get the kind of treat they like, and one can no longer offer them a basket from
which to select an item, because they will dig into it with both hands and take as much as they can
grasp, and then run. Furthermore, some of these children come with their children, i.e., teenage girls
still young enough to pass as trick-or-treaters come with their babies. In contrast, some of the
teenage boys look fully grown up, and are often the troublemakers. Some of the vehicles that come
into the neighborhood run their ghetto-blaster radios at sound levels which one can hear from blocks
away.
This has become a "congregation and assimilation potential" issue as described in SRV
teaching, in that some people have decided to no longer make themselves available to hand out treats,
turn out their outdoor (and even indoor) lights, and hide inside their houses.
The situation is somewhat comparable to what happened at the University of Wisconsin in
Madison, Wisconsin, where college students from all over the Midwest have been congregating for
years for Halloween parties, to the point where the mayor has suggested that the annual gathering
should be eliminated (SPS, 31/10/05).
A columnist observed that "adults have hi-jacked Halloween," with more and more of them
getting into Halloween costumes, including dressing up and attending costume parties (usually well
ahead of Halloween itself, making Halloween one of the "seasons").
With that, Halloween has
turned into the second biggest sales occasion for the holiday decoration business, surpassed only by
"the Christmas season" (SPS, 31110/05). Unlike formerly, there are now stores that for weeks ahead
of time sell almost nothing but Halloween stuff.
"Solicitations for funds and other contributions for Thanksgiving dinner may be sent out in
early August, not to mention that Thanksgiving dinner may be served weeks before Thanksgiving.
(This is often done in human services, such as adult day programs and poverty centers.)
In past years, on the day after Halloween, "Thanksgiving season" would be initiated in the
stores and elsewhere. Something totally new happened in 2005, when the Christmas season arrived
the day after Halloween, without any transition through the Thanksgiving season first. Apparently,
not enough money is to be made from Thanksgiving to pay much attention to it in comparison to the
Christmas season market.
It is ironic that National Buy Nothing Day happens to be on one of the busiest buying days of
the year, namely the day after Thanksgiving.
*The celebration of Christmas continues to creep up, with Christmas parties being held earlier
and earlier, and gifts are being given, opened and consumed ever earlier before Christmas. In the
Syracuse area, many mental retardation community residences already had their Christmas parties in
2004 on the 5th of December. Then what do you do for the real Christmas?
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*A "bellringer" for the Salvation Army was collecting money on 15 Dec. 2005 in the middle
of Syracuse with the traditional kettle. He was dressed as a turkey (shown in a big picture in the local
newspaper), which must have added further confusion in people's minds as to when the
"Thanksgiving season" ends and the supposed "Christmas season" begins (SPS, 16112/05).
*A Catholic
celebration in 2005.

0)

neighborhood

center for the poor in Syracuse held a "Christmas in July"

*On 5 Dec. 2005, the Catholic bishop of Syracuse publicly celebrated the Christmas mass, the
excuse being that it was being taped to be broadcast for the homebound on Christmas Day. The local
paper showed it with a big picture (SPS, 17112/05). We have never heard of such a thing.
The Catholic liturgical year is very precise, prescribing the mass for every day of the year.
This must surely further add fuel to people's confusion between the Advent and the Christmas
seasons.
*With various feast days becoming seasons, and seasons more and more overlapping, it was
bound to happen: in a 2004 Christmas catalog, one could buy Christmas tree ornaments with a St.
Patrick's Day motif, Easter egg motifs, and all sorts of Halloween motifs. One could also buy all
sorts of military and US armed forces tree hangings. (Also, one could buy tree hangings that looked
like pieces of pizza, hamburgers, and hot dogs.)
*Someone did a survey of the messages of "holiday" cards of major greeting card companies.
Of 443 Christmas cards, only 9 featured a religious theme. Of 133 Hanukkah cards, 79 featured a
star of David or Menorah. All Kwanzaa cards were irreligiously moral and ethnic. But only in the
Christmas card section could one find a "Risque" (lascivious) and a "Rude" line. Risque and Rude
Hanukkah and Kwanzaa cards are not PC (FT, 12/04).
*The Church of England voted in 2004 to once again revise its prayer book, and to quit
referring to the "wise men" as men. Instead, they will be called "magi" because, after all, "the
possibility that one or more were female cannot be excluded completely" (FT, 12/04).
*This is also rather funny: 2 teenage youths, living on their own in an apartment, decided that
the way to make it in the world was to break into homes starting in early December, head straight for
the Christmas tree, and make off with all the wrapped gifts they found under the trees, which made it
appear as if a Grinch was loose in the neighborhood. They were eventually tracked down by the
spoors that they left in the snow, and their apartment was found crammed with carloads of Christmas
presents, like the cave of the Grinch, with torn Christmas wrappings all over the driveway.
Obviously, they were not very smart Grinches like the real one (SPS, 22112/03).
*Here is a sign for sure that people have more money than they know what to do with. In
some of the southern US states, at least until recently, one could pay someone to come with a
machine that brings and grinds ice into snowflakes and blows it through a hose around one's property
at Christmas time, so as to be perhaps the only house in the neighborhood to have a white Christmas.
Homeowners can, if they wish, have a foot of snow for people to walk through to their Christmas
party. The city of Dallas also had 300,000 pounds of snow made for its annual "snowfest," similar to
other southern cities. Typically, the snow lasts 2-3 days. This started in 1999 and increased steadily
at least until 2003.
*There are people who decorate their Christmas trees with condoms so that anybody who
"needs one" can take it (SPS, 11 Jan. 04).
*The shepherds around Bethlehem these days are using cell phones (SPS, 25112/03).
*A writer in our Syracuse Post-Standard (11 Jan. 2005) said that her Christmas joy would be
more complete if only there were fewer Christian symbols associated with it.
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*A cartoon showed a young girl wishing "Happy New Year!" to everyone the day after
Christmas. When told she was a few days early, she replied she was "trying to stay ahead of
deadline," which prompted her father to start wishing "Happy Easter!" to a neighbor (SPS, 26/12/05).
*Black History Month (February) often contains much that is not history at all. For instance,
every day, our newspaper carries stories and photos on live local African-American residents, some
of them too young to even have much history themselves, not to mention this is not the "history" of
"blacks" in America.
*In 2005, the statewide NY ice hockey games were being held in August (SPS, 1 Aug. 2005).
*We particularly like it when expensive and noisy snowmobiles fall through the ice, never to
be seen again, as happens often in our part of the country when they go out on the ice well past "ice
season" --though we wish they would sink on an empty fuel tank.
Update on the 2005 Gulf Coast Disaster
In our last issue of TIPS, we discussed the late summer-early fall 2005 hurricanes that
devastated the US southeast coast, the pitiful government preparations for and responses to the
devastation, and the behavior (mostly shameful) of the citizenry. Because they were so destructive,
the hurricanes and resultant floods are apt to have long-lingering effects on the US economy and
comity, and therefore, we will continue to report on developments, especially as they reveal to us
signs of the times, and implications for human services and lowly people.
*As long ago as 1965, Daniel Patrick Moynihan--later a US Senator--had sketched the terrible
condition of the Negro family in collapse, and called it "social dynamite." For this, he was savaged
by the liberals, though he was one of them. The results of several generations of this decline--most
children born out of wedlock, absent fathers (whether married to the mother or not), women having
children by multiple different men and men fathering children with multiple different women, etc.-became very evident in the plight of these decadent people after the hurricane struck.
*Eyewitnesses have now reported that on the roads out of New Orleans still available after
Hurricane Katrina, one could only drive with a military escort because of the violence. Among other
things, bandits would try to ram other vehicles with their own in order to then plunder them
(Universitas, Fall 2005).
*Apparently, the only agency or structure that was functional during Hurricane Katrina was
the Coast Guard. It was saving lives despite the fact that almost half of its local personnel had lost
their own homes (Time, 31110105), which is a testimony to heroic civic virtue, in contrast to the
decadence of so many other citizens that we wrote about in the last TIPS issue.
*We have confirmation from someone involved in the Katrina rescue that police shot at a lot
of people. What is not clear is how many they hit; many shots may have been in warning.
From someone who was involved in Katrina rescue, we were told that one New Orleans
citizen kept telling his looting sons to "go out and get more stuff."
We also received confirmation that the media had suppressed a lot of unpleasant news, just as
we surmised in our last TIPS issue.
Apparently, the reason why so many people in New Orleans had guns was that the police had
essentially abandoned those neighborhoods years ago, and owning weapons for self-defense was as
essential as in Afghanistan, Iraq, and other "diverse" places.
National Guard troops policing New Orleans after the flood said that they experienced the
New Orleans conditions and lawlessness as worse than Iraq from which they had recently returned.
*Finally, finally, in its 19112/05 issue, Time allowed that the stately homes in New Orleans
that were briefly shown on TV to be burning even though they were inundated with water had
"allegedly" been set afire by "boat-borne looters."
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*Two men and a woman were evacuated from the New Orleans area to Pasadena, Texas,
where they were helped to re-establish themselves by a 77-year-old widowed Catholic church worker
who gave them jobs on her property. But within days, they strangled her, robbed her house, and
drove off in her car. They were caught the same day illCR, 12 Nov. 2005). Had they stayed in New
Orleans, they would have fitted right into the looting scene.
*All the indicators are that the death toll of Katrina--said for months to have been under 1000
--has been under-reported (e.g., SPS, 17112/05). We also suspect that the many people that went
missing will not be counted as dead, and that some will never even be reported as missing.
One index of how many impaired or homeless people may have died was the large number of
bodies that went unidentified (197 by mid-December), or only identified very late.
In the aftermath of Katrina, a new cause of death was discovered or invented: "death by
decomposition."
*Otis Air Force Base on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, became a refugee camp for about 200
people from New Orleans. The refugees were shoved onto a plane and not told where they were
going until they landed.
While in the air, security checks were done on them. One was arrested as he came off the
plane, and several others were identified as having criminal records, including sex offenses, and were
segregated from the other refugees.
The first thing everybody got once off the plane was a free cell phone and a high-definition
TV set, and soon after that, an expensive Bose radio. Presumedly, this was like giving soma to the
masses, as in Brave New World. Furthermore, the refugees began to be showered with three waves
of cash, but were not told why, or what the money was for. Many spent the money right away in
irrational ways, sometimes also in the ostentatious and decadent ways widely valued among some of
the poor. Only afterwards was it announced that this money was meant to enable the refugees to
cover their relocation and living expenses during the next three months!
One thing that was done for the refugees was totally predictable: a clown was brought into
their camp.
*According to an NBC-TV news report of 11 December 2005, the few stores in New Orleans
that have reopened since the hurricane are doing a booming business in this end-of-the-yearshopping-season. Many people who are still-sand will be for the foreseeable future=living in trailers
provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency are nonetheless spending lavishly.
However, some of the more rational people are restricting themselves to buying only gifts like food,
which can be consumed, rather than other things that take up storage space that people no longer
have.
*According to a "60 Minutes" report (CBS-TV, 27111/05), New Orleans will probably never
recover, despite the fact that many people=including both lowly and highly ones, and imperial
structures-want it to. Only about one-fourth of the population may actually return; even with a full
year of labor, the Army Corps of Engineers will only be able to strengthen the levee wall so that it
can resist a Category 3 hurricane by the time the hurricane season starts again in 2006, even though
Hurricane Katrina was a Category 5 hurricane; to build a wall to resist a Category 5 hurricane would
take 10 years and unimaginable billions of dollars. One professor at St. Louis University in Missouri,
called an "expert on disasters" (the TIPS editor is envious that no one has given him this title!), said
not only that the city cannot but also that it should not be rebuilt, since all the barrier islands in the
Gulf that would have helped to protect it have been submerged by decades of wetlands-destroying
policies, and there is no way they can be rebuilt except by letting nature re-establish them--which will
take centuries at the least.
*The following item is on the December 2004 tsunami, rather than the Gulf Coast hurricanes,
but it still fits in with this coverage.
All of our life, from childhood on, we noted that when there is a disaster, people run to it out
of curiosity to see what is happening. Nonetheless, we were surprised to read how many people, on
learning that a tsunami was coming at Christmas 2004, ran to the shore rather than away from it.
Even highly educated scientists, who should have known (as even we did) what it meant when the sea
retreated, nonetheless hurried to the shore. Many of these curiosity-seekers paid with their lives.
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The only reason to run toward a disaster is if there is a prospect of being able to help, and
such prospects usually exist only after a disaster has happened rather than during it. However, when
there are already adequate others helping, it is best to get out ofthe way.
*Katrina was a blessing to the PPP economy, by generating billions of dollars of business,
and as they put it, "creating jobs."
How Much Things Are Worth--Or at Least, How Much They Cost
*In 2005, the highest paid woman athlete in the world was an l8-year old Russian tennis
player (Sharapova) earning more than $20 million a year (Time, 29/8/05).
*One of the big savings-and-loan crooks, who cost US taxpayers several billion dollars, has
been on the lecture circuit at up to $50,000 per appearance. For some reason or other, Americans
apparently just simply love to hear crooks speak, and pay them big for it. Past or current infamous
circuit speakers have included G. Gordon Liddy of Watergate fame, and Dr. Kevorkian who first
acquired notoriety as the inventor of a suicide machine in the fall of 1990, thereby also right away
launching a lucrative speaking career. It would appear that the road to wealth in the US is to commit
a nationally-recognized crookery, and then start talking about it for money (source item from Griff
Hogan).
*Top fees of $150,000, are commanded by the likes of Mikhail Gorbachev (SHJ, 13111198).
*At least until recently, people paid the crooked Colonel Oliver North $25,000 per speech.
*Ed Koch, one of the many people who helped run New York City into the ground, went on
the speaking circuit as soon as he got voted out, at a mere $20,000 per speech. This is probably the
trouble with the TI workshops: they address how to do something about things that were run into the
ground earlier by others, and this is why they are neither popular nor particularly lucrative. All the
hoods and crooks and mismanagers who do all the running into the ground are the ones who get paid
royally for telling how they did it, and teaching others how to do it again.
*In 1993, Joey and Mary Jo Buttafuoco got $500,000 for an interview (he became famous for
an affair with his babysitter who shot his wife); mass murderer "Son of Sam" Berkowitz got
$200,000 for one, the first George Bush got $100,000 to address Amway distributors--and the TIPS
editor practically has to pay people to listen to him. What bad thing does he have to do to get listened
to?
*The lawyer who defended O. J. Simpson commanded $20,000 for a speech.
*Even former New York governor Mario Cuomo commanded $25,000 per shot, on the slight
chance that he might run for the presidency.
*Donald Trump, whose biggest claim to fame may have been that he was briefly married to a
sex bomb (Ivana), recently got $1 million for a speech of a little over an hour.
*On our recent travels, we have noticed that despite several major economic disasters and
setbacks, an awful lot of Americans are swimming in money, spend it lavishly on very unnecessary
things, and obviously are assuming that this situation is going to last. For instance, we have noticed
that the parking lots in the more expensive motels tend to be full, while those at inexpensive motels in
the same area are nearly empty. The day will come when the currently affluent people wish that they
had put aside a nest egg.
Some Miscellaneous News
*We had commented in our last TIPS issue on the utterly irrational and totally confusing US
Medicare drug benefit plan for the elderly going into effect in 2006, and how it is an insult to elderly
people. The puzzling nature of this plan was suddenly clarified to us in a column by syndicated
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columnist Paul Krugman (in SPS, 14111105). The plan was never meant to be of benefit to anybody,
but to merely enable the administration and Congress to be able to say that they had done something
about the high drug costs to the elderly, and that a Bush campaign promise had been kept. One of the
triple insults of the plan is that after it covers some of the early costs of a person's drugs, it then
blinks out of existence until the costs become catastrophic. This gap of non-coverage has been called
a "doughnut hole."
Furthermore, of the innumerable insurance firms that are eligible to provide the new coverage,
and that one can sign up with, some will cover some drugs but not others, and unless one guesses
correctly what drugs one will be needing a year or so later, one will end up with a coverage that does
in fact not cover one's drugs at all. Altogether, many elderly people would actually end up ahead not
signing up for the plan at all.
Piling injury onto insult, the new law does not permit one to buy drug or insurance coverage
to cover the costs while one is in the "doughnut." This could also mean that one might end up with
higher drug costs if one signs up for the plan than if one had not.
*It is amazing to contemplate that every year, up to 3 million pounds of human hair are
imported into the US, mostly from China, Russia, Indonesia and India. This is used for making wigs
and other so-called "hair products." An ounce of European hair might bring $35, but Russian hair
with highlights can fetch $250. To a consumer, a "full weave" can cost up to $6000. Many of these
kinds of hair additions do not even last very long iliewsweek, 20/6/05). Obviously, what we need is
$6.00 a gallon gasoline.
*One of the pleasures of living in lake-rich cold central New York is that every year, people
drive all sorts of vehicles and snowmobiles out onto the frozen lakes, mostly in order to engage in ice
fishing there. Invariably, every year, some of the vehicles break through the ice and are gone pretty
much forever. Since people in recent years have been buying ever bigger vehicles, these are more apt
to break through, with the expenses being particularly high. Most of these events only cost vehicles,
but a similar phenomenon that every year costs a number of lives is people going snowmobiling at
night at great speeds, and running into trees, ditches and other obstacles that they could not see.
These often tend to be younger people in contrast to the typically more mature ice fishers.
*At one time, gold nuggets could be picked up from the creek bed, but with the easily
extractable gold sources running out, the extraction of gold has become ever more heroic and
environment-destructive.
Worldwide, 100 tons or more of earth get moved for every single ounce of
gold extracted, and millions of gallons of extremely toxic cyanide are used to separate the gold out of
the rock. Also, the mining exposes the rock so that sulfides begin to leach out, become sulfuric acid,
and in turn bind to deadly heavy metals such as lead, mercury, and cadmium, and then leach them
into the environment. In the US, there are 500,000 abandoned gold mines, most of them in the West,
and they are still so toxic that 40% of all Western headwater streams are polluted by heavy metals,
and are poisonous to wildlife
Furthermore, in many parts of the world, gold miners labor under deadly conditions.
Whenever there is a world crisis, the price of gold shoots up, fueling the greed of the gold mining
companies to perpetrate ever more atrocities (SPS, 2 Nov. 05).
Already in the second century BC, the Greek geographer Agatharchides wrote (as quoted by
Diodorus Siculus in the first century Be, and Photius in the 9th century AD): "Gold is got with labor
and toil, so it is kept with difficulty; it creates everywhere the greatest cares; and the use of it is
mixed both with pleasure and sorrow" (from Agricola, 1556, 1950 edition, pp. 279-280).
The kings of the Germanic kingdom of the Lombards in northern Italy used to wear an iron
crown, rather than the golden ones of almost everybody else. Perhaps it is time to rethink one's
purchase of gold jewelry, or to at least use antique gold.
*We were amazed to learn from Time (16 May 2005) that a skinny young blonde woman we
never heard of (Ann Coulter) "helps set the nation's tone." No one has ever heard of us, but we don't
seem to be setting anybody's tone.
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